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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

SPORTS:
Joking with his
wife and reporters
from the outset,
Magic Johnson
informed the world
what it's been waiting months to hear
— he's back. Page
28
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DAR TOYS
VOTE
DEADLINE:
OCTOBER 5
STATE
BENTON — An 18-year-old
man laid off from a construction job at a Draffenville
elementary school was charged
with causing $30,000 in -water
damage to the school building.
Page 6A

Voters keep
Mayfield dry
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
With voting over whether to
legalize alcoholic-beverage sales
out of the way, Mayfield begins
today to recover from the debate
over the issue.
Voters Tuesday decided to
remain "dry" in the city's first
local-option election since 1983.
The final tally was 2,494
against legal sales to 1,746 in
favor. About 68 percent of the
city's 6,232 eligible voters cast
ballots.
"It has been very. painful,"
said the Rev. Bob Veazey, pastor
of First Presbyterian Church.
"You have neighbor against
neighbor, and one church speaking out against the other."
Veazey is president of the
Mayfield-Graves County Ministerial Association, which will
sponsor a "community healing"
service today.
One Organizer for the dry forces said the debate probably had
little real effect on the outcome.
"I think really most of the
people made their minds up early," said Robbie Castleman, the
district's state representative and
the treasurer for Citizens for a
Dry Mayfield.
Both sides of the issue staffed
phone banks and offered rides to
polling places Tuesday.
The campaign this year has
been much different than nine
years ago, when the liquor question failed by 600 votes out of

The Murray State volleyball
team got a standout performance from senior Renee Bailey in Tuesday night's win over
Austin Peay to remain atop the
Ohio Valley Conference. Page
2B
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4,400 cast.
Proponents of legal liquor sales
that year had little or no support
from influential community members. Even those in favor of legalizing sales were hesitant to
speak out for fear of alienating
friends, neighbors, preachers,
customers and clients.
But this year, a group of business leaders, attorneys and other
community leaders stepped forward to support the effort. They
formed a group called Progress
'92 to accelerate the effort and
get the measure passed.
Dry forces have also formed
their own organization of community and business leaders.
"It's like a ball game," said
Dr. Jack Fisher, co-chairman of
Citizens Against the Legalized
Sale of Alcohol in Mayfield.
"We didn't start it. But they
fielded a team- and we have no
choice but to play, and play to
win."
Both sides claim that the other
has stooped to some dirty tactics,
intimidation, false and misleading
advertising — but they say
they've tried to keep the campaign fair.
Attorney Dan Sharp, chairman
of Progress '92, said his committee intended to keep the campaign "clean."
Fisher said his committee had
tried to keep the election from
becoming a "religious" or
"moral" issue.

By GINA HANCOCK
Once again the ongoing battle
between Dr. Lynn Mayall and
trustees of Eastwood Baptist
Church has taken another twist.
As Mayan awaits a judge's
decision concerning the dismissal
of a grand jury indictment against
him, he has filed a civil suit
against five church trustees as
well as associate pastor Jim
Owens.

The other defendants include
Gerrald Boyd, Steve Treas, John
Brittain, Jerry Conley and Bill
Harrell.
Neither Mayall nor his attorney, Rick Jones, has returned
telephone calls concerning the
suit.
Owens said if a person hasn't
done anything wrong, he has
nothing to worry about.
Boyd and Owens took issue
with Mayall's claim that the trustees have seized control of the
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Tuesday, employees and managers of Briggs & Stratton celebrated the 10,000,000 motor to roll off
the line at the Murray plant. Presenting the engine to Fred Stratton, president and chief executive
officer of the company, were left to right, David Lawrence, Robert Vincent and Juanita Watson.
Also shown are Stratton, center-right; plant manager Jack Bykowski; and Dick Fotsch, vice president of the small engine division.
•••••-,

Plant celebrates milestone
millionth engine to roll off the
Fred Stratton, president and
line.
assembly
executive officer of Briggs
chief
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
"I celebrate your victory over & Stratton, said another chalTen years ago, Japanese manu- the Japanese and your construc- lenge the company faced was
facturers went after Briggs & tion of the 10 millionth engine," when mass merchandisers began
Jim Wier, executive vice presi- selling lawnmowers.
Stratton's market share.
dent of Briggs & Stratton, told
diviengine
Tuesday the small
(Cont'd on page 2)
sion in Murray celebrated the 10 the workers of first shift.

By GINA HANCOCK

church without authorization.
Boyd said the trustees have
100„ percent backing from the
church. They both agreed that
proper steps were taken when the
congregation voted to terminate
Mayall's position.
Neither man was surprised that
Mayall filed suit.
"I believe it is a ploy to delay
the criminal proceeding," Boyd
said.
Mayall, along with his wife
Mary, was indicted in August on

Clinton keeps focus on
economy,jobs message
By STEVEN KOMAROW
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indictment after two grand jurors,
John Boyer and Linda Wade,
admitted prior knowledge of the
case. Boyer is a member of Eastwood and Wade is related to one
of the church's trustees. A ruling
will be made on that motion Oct.
9.
The civil complaint charges
that Boyd and Owens made defamatory statements about Mayall's
personal character.

charges of theft and complicity to
theft by unlawful taking of over
$300 from Eastwood Baptist
Church.
A dispute between the Mayalls
and the church erupted May 3
when Mayall resigned after meeting with the trustees. The trustees
sought an injunction against
Mayall seeking the return of
church financial records and
funds.
At a hearing in September,
Mayall sought dismissal of the

THE 1992 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN

FRANKFORT — Syndicated
columnist Todd Duvall says
today that Gov. Brereton
Jones' health-care plan is
going down as fast as the
Titanic. Page 4A

Tonight: Clear. Low around
45. Light east wind. Thursday:
Sunny. High around 75.
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Former pastor files suit against Eastwood trustees
Murray Ledger I Times Staff Writer
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Associated Press Writer

than were created in the United
States, he said.
He recited a list of U.S. companies that have moved their
operations overseas — with the
help of federal agencies — costing American workers jobs.
"Here's what burns me up:
Mr. Bush is using these workers'
own tax dollars to take their jobs
away," he said.
"Vote for me, and we'll take
those jobs back here for our people here at home," he said later
at a rally in Columbus, Ohio, on
the campus of Ohio State University. Ohio, with 21 electoral votes, is one of the Midwest industrial states Clinton hopes to win.
Clayton Yeutter, deputy chairman of Bush's campaign and a
former trade negotiator, called
the television report was "grossly -distorted and one-sided."
Programs to encourage development in Central America had
been around under Democratic as
well as Republican administrations, he said.
While Clinton attacks Bush on
jobs overseas, he's been having
trouble formulating a position on
a related topic — the proposed
North American Free Trade
Agreement. The DCMOCriltiC ticket held a closed meeting on that
and other policy problems at an
Arlington, Va., hotel Tuesday
night.
"I'm still going over some of
the parts of the 2000-page docu-

ARLINGTON, Va. — Beneath
the tumult over the debates and
the ruckus over Ross Perot, Bill
Clinton's campaigning tries to
remain focused on the economy
and jobs.
Clinton was visiting small
businesses in Clinton, Md., today,
a day after attacking President
Bush for policies the Democrat
says encourage American companies to move jobs overseas.
The Arkansas governor
referred to a report on the CBS's
"60 Minutes" that the U.S.
Agency for International Development has spent millions of tax
dollars to encourage firms to
move to Central America.
CYRUS A/PZALI/Ledger & noes photo
The report included an adverA large, enthusiastic crowd turned out at Austin Peay State University to hear President George
tising campaign that promoted
Bulh deliver a campaign speech Tuesday afternoon.
the availability of Central Ameri6
can workers making less than 57
cents an hour, Clinton said. •
"George Bush promised us 30
million jobs in eight years — he
just didn't tell us where the jobs
State University's Dunn Center, debates will be held, rather the
were going to be," the DemocraBy CYRUS AFZALI
this
and
,
themselves
candidates
Bush said he would also welcome
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
presidential nominee said in a
tic
participation from Ross Perot, basic principle was expressly rec- speech in Louisville, Ky., on the
political
national
both
ognized by
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. — should he again chose to enter the
parties when the resolution estab- day and in the city where the
race.
an
offered
Bush
George
President
lishing the commission on Commission on Presidential
Bush hinted that he would
answer to claims by Democratic
Debates has suggested a debate
debates was first adopted," Bush
presidential nominee Bill Clinton stress the issue of patriotism in
be held.
said.
that he is avoiding debates by the meetings, which has been
Clinton said Bush's governthat
Bulb said it is important
used heavily by Republicans in
proposing his own plan.
was luring U.S. firms overment
see
to
opportunity
an
have
voters
Bush calletfor weekly debates the last two presidential
the same time factories
at
seas
and hear the candidates in
on Sundays from Oct. 11 to Nov. elections.
in this country.
closing
were
and
debates
publicly-televised
"I believe strongly that it is not
I.
went to Central
jobs
private
More
to
Speaking to a mostly partisan up to any self-appointed body
past four years (Coned on page 2)
the
over
America
2)
page
(Coned on
crowd Tuesday at Austin Peay determine the basis for which the

Bush challenges Clinton to debates
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Bush challenges Clinton to debates...

GDIA BANCOCK/Lostger & Moos photo

Gretchen Hines-Ward performed Tuesday night on the Murray
State University campus during the 1992 "Take Back the Night"
program dealing with violence against women and children.
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(Cont'd from page /A)
The civil suit claims that such
remarks are actionable as slander.
Boyd questioned whether or
not Mayall could sue the group
for slander when he may be
viewed as a public figure. The
suit claims Mayan is a private
figure and "therefore, not subject
to the 'actual malice' standard."
Mayall also charges that defendants have destroyed his reputa-
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United States of America. I'm
proud that we led the way in
reducing the testing of nuclear
weapons so that our kids can
sleep at night without being
scared of a nuclear war. And if
there's any place to sleep safely,
it's right here in Fort Campbell. I
want Gov. Clinton to show me
what other nation has the courage
of the men and women of
America."
Bush was introduced Tuesday
by Naomi Judd, who along with
her daughter Wynonna, formed
an award-winning singing duo
until Naomi was forced to retire
because of a recurring health
condition.
Other country music stars performing included Crystal Gayle
and Ricky Scaggs.
Bush said America's next challenge will be putting talents to
work to win the gtobal economic
competition and create a new
high-tech, high-growth economy.
"I have laid out my detailed
agenda to create in America the
world's very first $IO trillion
economy.) want to use this international experience to open up
new markets for America's jobless because that is how we will
create new jobs for American.
workers. Small businesses will
create two-thirds of the new jobs
in the new economy," Bush said.
"Governor Clinton promises
small businesses higher taxes and

more red tape and I promise
relief from taxation, regulation
and litigation. Get the regulations
off the backs of small business
owners."
Bush also called for term limits
on U.S. representatives and
senators.
"Presidents serve limited terms
and the same rule ought to apply
to the other end of Pennsylvania
Avenue. Let's approve term limits and give Congress back to the
American people. We've got to
get rid of that 38-year-old governance that's controlled that stagnant Congress. If you want to
make real change in America,
help me change the Congress and
move this country forward."
Bush took aim at Clinton's
record as Arkansas' governor
saying "the more you know about
their governor, the more you

Clinton•••

(Cont'd from page 1)
ment that I have some questions
about," Clinton said before the
meeting.
Clinton has said he agrees with
the concept of free trade. But
union supporters and others are
wary that a free trade pact would
send American blue collar jobs to
Mexico, and environmentalists
have complained that antipollution laws there were less
strict than at American plants that
would be shut down.

OW

tion and his earning capacity and
that the trustees seized - control of
making decisions and the assets
of Eastwood.
The suit contends that the trustees seized control of the church
without being elected. Mayall
alleges that the trustees' actions
have exposed him and the church
to legal responsibility for promissory notes and monetary
obligations.

We are proud to use ,QD
recycled newsprint.,

The complaint also charges
that the trustees kept items of
Mayall's personal property,
including books, a coin collection, silver certificates and other'
items. The suit stated that the "
trustees have denied him access,
to his property.
Mayall asserts that he has "suffered severe emotional distress as
a result of defendants' defamatory statements and actions."
Mayall is seeking monetary
damages as well as attorney's
fees.
The claims in the civil suit represent only one side of the issue.
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SLAYING OF OFFICER

MAYFIELD — A Tennessee worn was indictedNfor murder by a Graves
grand jury for her role in the • ..th of an off-duty Mayfield police officer.
According to published re.•.• the grand jury returned an indictment Tuesday against Barbara D. Mit ell, 31, South Fulton, Tenn. She is accused of
stabbing Mayfield officer Charles K. Todd at a wedding reception Aug. 22.
Commonwealth Attorney Richard Weisenberger said a capital murder
charge could not be sought in the case. Mitchelrs arraignment is set for Oct.
19 and her trial could begin as early as February. Police reports said Todd
was apparently attempting to break up a fight between Mitchell and Charles
D. Saxton, her live-in boyfriend, when he was stabbed once in the upper
thigh. Todd, 43, a three-year veteran of the department, died less than an
hour after the incident at Mayfield Community Hospital. Mitchell, mother of
four and an employee of Seaboard Farms, remains in the Graves County
Jail in lieu of a $250,000 bond.

BENTON OFFICER HURT IN TWO-CAR CRASH
BENTON — A Benton police officer was injured in a two-car collision on
U.S. 641 in Benton at 3:12 p.m. Monday. According to published reports,
James Lomprey, 19, Rt. 9 Benton, said he was traveling north on U.S. 641
following a tractor-trailer in the left lane when the semi merged to the right.
Lomprey said he also moved to the right, but then moved back to the left
lane, where he saw Chris T. Evans' cruiser stopped in the road. Lomprey's
car struck Evans' cruiser in the rear. Evans was in stable condition Tuesday
at Marshall County Hospital.

GIRL INJURED IN HORSE-TRUCK MISHAP

Plant celebrates...
(Cont'd from page 1)

Bank of Murray providesfive
Big M Money Machines in
'strategic locations for
customers'use 24 hours a day
7 days a week
Whether your needs involve
checking, savings, after-hours
banking, borrowing money,
establishing credit or investing
for the future, you'll find all
the senices and expertise you
need are at your fingertips.
Call on Bank of Murray to
see how we're leading the tiny
with banking services that are
convenient for you!

WOMAN INDICTED I

The rider of a horse traveling west on College Farm Road was transported
to Murray-Calloway County Hospital by ambulance for treatment of shoulder
injuries after her horse veered into the path of an oncoming pickup truck
Tuesday at 7:11 p.m.. No other details were available because incident
reports were incomplete.
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know he's wrong for America."
Bush said the fact that Arkansas does not have a civil rights
law raises questions about his
support for civil rights and he
also cited unattributed statistics
which said three out of every four
Arkansas high school graduates
spend their first year of college
re-learning what they should have
mastered in high school.
"In this campaign, he's proposing $150 billion in new taxes,
plus at least $220 billion in new
spending. To get the money he
needs for his plan, Gov. Clinton
would have to get it from every
individual earning over $36,600.
These aren't people on 'Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous,'
these are your parents and grandparents. They deserve a break,
not new taxes," he said.
Several pro-Clinton supporters
had gathered outside the arena,
including a group of APSU students who were protesting Bush's
policies.
An Associated Press report
said Secret Service agents ripped
up a sign carried by a Montgomery Central High School student
that read "Pro-Choice, ProClinton" and asked the student to
leave.
After his speech at Austin
Peay, Bush departed for Nashville where he was to attend a program at Opryland U.S.A.'s Roy
Acuf Theater.

Local News Roundup

Former pastorfiles suit...

Shell
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(Coned from page 1)
said they should also accept questions from the press. He said his
alternative will offer voters more
debates than ever before.
"This would mean there would
be four televised -presidential
debates — more held than in any
presidential election — and if
Ross Perot decides to enter the
race, I would be pleased to see
him included."
Bush's proposal calls for maintaining the format used in previous elections for half the debates
and using a new single-moderator
format for two.
He also called for at least two
vice presidential debates, with at
least one under each format. Bush
said he will use the debates to
answer the question "What kind
of America do we want?"
"My opponent will tell you
that America is in decline and I
will remind him of what anyone
will tell him on the streets of
Europe or Asia. America is still
the most respected, most admired
country today. Our competitors in
Europe-Would trade places with
us in a minute, but yet Gov. Clinton offers America the European
social welfare state policy, more
special interest spending and
more taxes on the middle class
and that's not good for America.
"We have the admiration of the
entire world and I'm tired of
hearing Clinton drag down the

THE DAY

"That put tremendous price
pressure on us," Stratton said.
He said the company overcame
that obstacle by locating a plant
in Murray.
"I had high expectations when
we came here and all of you (the
workers) have helped us maintain
our position in the market. Our
success here encouraged us to
open a second plant in Poplar
Bluff, Mo.," he said.
The Murray plant at one time
was home to the Tappan Stove
Company. Chamber of Commerce executive director Steve Zea
remembers in 1984 mopping up
water in what is now the employee lunchroom.

Stop Smoking.
American Hearttuf
Association

For Your Comeniencc \int Otters

Stratton agreed with Zea's
memory of the condition of the
building.
"When they (company officials) first brought me down to
Murray to see this plant they
wanted to buy, I wasn't so sure. I
couldn't believe they wanted to
buy it, but they said it only cost a
dollar.
"But I had high expectations
and you've met every one," Stratton told the employees.
The first small engine was produced in September 1985. By the
following year, the one millionth
engine had been produced. The
five millionth rolled off the
assembly line in August 1989.
"I can remember cheering for
the first millionth engine. But the
10 millionth is sweet," said pick
Fotsch, vice president of the
small engine division.
The Murray plant manufactures
small engines from 3 to 3.75
horsepower. They are sold to
original equipment manufacturers
throughout the world.
There are more than 660 fulltime and -part-time employees.
Approximately 110 of them are
students at Murray State
University.
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Perot: In it to win, but how?
By TOM RAUM

Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON - Ross Perot
says he'll "be in it to win" if he
revives his independent presidential challenge. But don't expect a
Perot race to be anyone's idea of
a conventional campaign.
With less than five weeks to go
until Election Day, it seems
unlikely that the Texas billionaire
Dear Editor:
can mount - or is even interWatching CNN, I saw what appeared to be Ross Perot. He was in a
ested in mounting - the "world
class campaign" he once
speech-making mode, and I could not believe my eyes. Call it denial,
was
It
screen.
TV
the
on
refocus
then
and
promised.
but I had to rub my eyes
Instead, look for more of the
Perot, all right.
same technique that Perot has
I tried to listen, but I had to be hearing him wrong. It sounded as if
spent much of the year developPerot was saying he had made a mistake by dropping out of the presing and refining - use of free
idential race. Believing my ears to be failing, I dashed to the pantry
media through frequent appearfor a q-tip. I cleaned my ears thoroughly, and went back to watch the
on talk shows.
ances
news.
Perot, who once suggested he
While waiting for the story to come back around, I thought about
might spend $100 million'of his
how ludicrous the whole thing was. There was no way Perot had said
own money on a campaign, is
what I thought he had ... but, I lamented, my ears had not been all that
expected to supplement his free
dirty.
Sure enough, the story came back around. I shook my head, when
access to the airwaves with relatively_..low-budget television
realizing I had indeed heard correctly. The "Yellow Ross of Texas"
phoenix.
a
like
ashes,
the
from
rise
to
was about
commercials.
Perot has met separately with Republican Baker and Democrat
Perot insiders say he already
Brown. Perot is on the ballot in all 50 states, and is apparently
has 20 to 30 TV spots and a half
attempting to use that clout.
dozen radio spots in the can,
ranging from 30-second ads to
Come on, Ross. Do you really believe you can achieve any credibilyou.
30-minute programs.
ity now? As far as I am concerned, I could no longer vote for
the
if
as
feel
to
begins
It
me.
to
insult
an
is
n
campaig
Add to that electronic "town
This "yo-yo"
halls" and a smattering of per1992 campaign is being scripted by the World Wrestling Federation.
sonal appearances here and there,
I wish I could interview Ross Perot. It would probably go someand you've probably got the basic
this:
thing like
Perot campaign.
Covert: Are you seriously thinking about jumping into the
campaign?
Perot: It's up to the people.
Covert: But that's what you said last time ... are you playing "Good
Ross/Bad Ross," or are you mad?
Perot: I'm not angry.
Covert: I don't mean mad-angry, I mean mad-crazy.
Perot: Crazy? I just ducked out of the campaign for two months in the meantime, the other two candidates have beat the heck out of
each other. In the process, I've completely evaded the media. Crazy?
Man, that's strategy.
Covert: I see.
Dru Covert
737 Riley Court, Murray
PUBUSHEL)BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,INC.

Letters to the Editor

Writer 'interviews' Ross Perot

- "It would be the kind of campaign we had before," says Jim
Squires, Perot's former media
adviser.
"Before," in Squires lexicon,
means in the early days of the
movement last spring - before
Perot hired professionals like
Republican Ed Rollins and
Democrat Hamilton Jordan to comanage the campaign that he
abruptly abandoned on July 16.
Although Perot has nowhere
near the strength in polls that he
once commanded, analysts agree
he could be a factor in tossup
states. A Perot campaign promises to deliver "great political
theater," White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater suggested
sardonically.
Already on the ballot in all 50
states, Perot has said he will
decide by Thursday whether to
re-enter the race, after surveying
the mood of his volunteers
around the country.
However, he has given broad
hints he will get back in the race.
"If the volunteers ask me to go
back in, we will be in it to win,
not to just hold people's feet to
the fire," Perot said Tuesday on
NBC-TV's "Today" show.
And interviews with Perot volunteers by The Associated Press
on Tuesday showed overwhelming support for a renewed bid.
"He's going to be given such

widespread support again that it
would be difficult for him to back
out," said Jim Watford, a Perot
organizer in Indiana.
"By announcing on Monday
that he'd let us all know on
Thursday, he has in fact succeeded in holding his own convention," said Democratic analyst Ann Lewis. "What's unusual
about the Ross Perot convention
is that he gets the other ,candidates to come - which tone of
us had thought of," Lewis said.
Top-level emissaries from both
Bush and Clinton camps came to
Dallas on Monday to try to win
over Perot supported"
Asked what kind of campaign
Perot would run, the computerindustry tycoon says "Well,
we're going to stick strictly to the
issues. I want to do everything I
can to try to get this campaign
refocused on the issues that concern the American people."
Yet, in his early campaigning
Perot did not dwell on issues.
The detailed economic proposals
he now trumpets were only
released after his July 16
"withdrawal."
What kind of campaign will
Perot run?
"Bizarre," suggested Larry
McCarthy, Republican media
consultant.
"I guess he'll make a few
pages of political history, includ-

ing commercials that boast of
how cheap they are and how
unstick they are."
Burt Pines, director of the conservative National Center for
Public Policy Research, says Perot is well positioned to capitalize
on the anti-establishment fever
sweeping the nation.
"He's got to say: I've got
answers. Clinton and Bush don't.
And if you're against Washington, you're for me. That's the
message."
Greg Mueller, who was a top
aide to former GOP presidential
challenger Patrick Buchanan, said
Perot "could buy up all the available network advertising time
between now and Nov. 3."
"This is one big ego trip,"
Mueller added.
Although no one can say for
sure what Perot will do, Squires
said there's one thing he won't
do. "He sure wouldn't hire Ed
Rollins again."
Rollins quit the day before Perot dropped out and has been
blasting the Texan ever since including writing in a New York
Times essay this week that Perot
"should quit tampering with our
democratic process simply to
massage his ego."
• • • •
(Tom Raum covers national politics for The Associated Press.)

Viewer upset over cable switch
Dear Editor:
On Saturday, Sept. 26, I turned to ESPN only to find a local shopat-home program called (creatively enough) "Shop At Home."
Curious, I turned to the local programming channel, Channel 34, to
see if there was a reason this local program could not be shown on its
appropriate channel. There was nothing on Channel 34 except the usual music and Cablevision notes.
I'm not sure about other local cable subscribers, but I am not paying for ESPN or any other channel so the local cable operators can
have a video yard sale on any channel they choose. I am paying for
ESPN for its sports programming, as well as the other channels for the
programming they provide.
The operators at Murray Cablevision had two alternatives: use
Channel 34 for its designed purpose, or pre-empt an already existing
shop-at-home station, such as the Home Shopping Club (Channel 37)
or QVC (Channel 49), instead of the only sports-programming channel
available.
I am incensed at this lackadaisical use of any local cable facilities,
not because it pre-empted a sports channel, but that it pre-empted any
channel rather than use the channel designed for such programming.
bill
If there was ever a local example as to why the nation needs the
this
s,
operator
cable
of
power
the
limiting
currently before Congress
inane instance is it.
David B. Snow
1604-C Miller Ave., Murray
US
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FRANKFORT - It took the
Titanic about three hours to sink.
Gov. Brereton Jones' health-care
plan is going down about as fast.
Unveiled early this month to
wide-spread praise, Jones' plan
had all the hallmarks of a winner:
Every Kentuckian would have
health insurance coverage under a
system also designed to control
the runaway cost increases of
health care in the state. The price
would not be prohibitive and
those marginal businesses that
couldn't afford insurance for
their employees would receive
state help.
It sounded 1141109t too good to
be true - and perhaps, in fact,
was. After the initial wave of
euphoria passed out and people
began examining the broad outline of what Jones put forth, all
kinds of questions arose and, at
that point, what should have been
unsinkable when it was designed
began to go down by the bow.
The core feature of the Jones
plan was creation of a "megapool" of as many as 2 million
people - public employees,
Medicare and Medicaid recipients, employees of small
businesses and basically anyone
else who opted to join. The cost
of the insurance, patterned after
the level of coverage now available to state workers, was put at
$108 per month. That was the
figure everyone relied upon in
computing how they would be
affected. Small business owners
were assured of state help if the
$1011 per employee was unman-

*mar

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated coiumnist

"There was zero support for it
ageable. It was a sound figure
)lan) before today, and
(Jones'
actuary.
because it came from an
Rep.
Last week the iceberg came out there's zero today," said
DemoHouse
the
Rapier,
Kenny
of the fog when Cabinet Secretcount votes
ary Kevin Hable told the Com- cratic whip who must
mission on Health Care Reform on the plan. Rep. Joe Clarke,
budget
that the actuary came up with the chairman of the House
$108
the
d
dismisse
e,
committe
for
only
figure
$108-per-month
in
useless
lly
"essentia
as
abOut 191,000 working people figure
figto
base"
a
as
it
use
to
trying
e.
insuranc
who don't have health
What about the other 90 percent ure COSLL
Mike Moloney, Clarke's counof the 2 million -member
in the Senate, said, "This
terpart
megapool?
whole thing is an exercise in
Uh ... well ...
sharing
At that point, clearly exasper- futility until we start
ion."
informat
the
of
members
ve
legislati
ated
The problem is, there's growcommission headed for the
belief that there isn't much in
ing
lifeboats.
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the way of information to share.
Whether because of incompetence on the part of those who
put the plan together or simply
government and political inexperience, what is happening to
Jones' plan for health-care reform
is unconscionable. There should
have been the most detailed cost
analysis made for every facet of
the plan before it was unveiled to
an eager public and to legislators
who must enact it.
All of the various mechanics of
a highly complex system of
health insurance for every Kentuckian should have been examined, weighed and determined
to be workable before they were
put on the table for consideration.
From every appearance, none
of that was done and now Jones
has dumped the responsibility on
a commission that has neither the
time (in meeting Jones' November special session deadline) nor,
after last week's fiasco, much of
an inclination to do Jones' work
for him.(Editor's note: Since this
column was written, Jones has
backed off of the November special session.)
Actually, the commission or
one very similar to it could put
together a workable, affordable
plan for providing health insurance to all Kentuckians. It would
be long, tedious and difficult to
accomplish, very much in the
same way education reform was
produced. It could be done, however, and it very well may be the
only way to rescue health-care
reform from sinking out of sight

,
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Waterway to use system
to plan, encourage growth
Lake Barkley. Kentucky — The Other major commodities include
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway fuel and chesnicals.
The 34 year old Tenn-Tom AuDevelopment Authority announced
is headquartered near the
,
thority
meeting
ly
quarter
recent
during its
the installation of an innovative mid-point of the waterway at Colregional economic data resource umbus, MS.For further information
system to help plan and encourage contact the Tennessee-Tombigbee
growth within the waterway corri- Waterway Development Authority,
P.O. Drawer 671. Columbus, MS
dor.
This system will include informa- 39703. Telephone (601) 328-3286.
tion on 42 prime waterfront industnal sites within the four-state waterway area as well as socio-economic
data on counties within the corridor.
Information on ports and the transportations' advantages o the
Tenn-Tom can also be accessed by a
toll-free telephone connection with
a computerized fax board and requested information transmitted instantly to the fax machine of the
inquirer.
A senes of videos to help promote and market increased shipping
and industrial investments along the
Tenn -Toni and other waterways
serving the four states of the waterway Authority were also introduced
at the meeting.
The retrieval system as well as
the new videos will become excellent marketing tools to help realize
additional commerce and trade as
well as stimulate growth for this
region", said Judge Richard Holcomb of Chattanooga, Tennessee,
the Authority's Vice-Chairman.
Tennessee Governor Ned Mc Wherter serves as the 1992 Chairman of
the compact.
Members of the board from Kentucky include: Mr. Z. C. Enix,
Murray, Kentucky; Mr. David
Mc Anelly, Frankfort, Kentucky;
Mr. William Shadoan, Wickliffe,
Kentucky and Mr. Mike Miller,
Benton, Kentucky. With the hands
on efforts of Mr. Enix and Mr.
Miller, the Kentucky board members hosted this very uter_r_csfuI
board meeting.
The Board while meeting at Lake
Barkley State Park also visited the
Reed Crushed Stone quarry, one of
the largest shippers on the TennTom and the site of the planned new
Lock at Kentucky Dam on the
Tennessee River. The existing Kentucky Lock, because of its size and
age is creating a "bottleneck" for
barge traffic on the river system
which will have an adverse impact
on Tenn-Tom traffic in the future if
not replaced.
At the meeting, board members
were informed that tonnages on the
waterway have averaged over 523
thousand tons for each of the first
eight months of the year and is
projected to exceed last year's total
by over one million tons. Tonnage
through the month of August stood
at 4.2 million tons. Wood products
continueto be the leader, comprising 51% of the total traffic or 2.1
million tons. Rock, at 633,706 tons
and coal,657,900 tons are the next
largest commodity shipments.
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for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available
," a
are, from left, "Kelly," a female (;erman Shorthair Pointer; "Feisty
They
.
mix.
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County
Lab
yellow
spayed
female
a
"
"Lady,
and
ired black/white kitten;
shorthaired Tabby kitten with white mitts; "Twinkle," a shortha
ay and
shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursd
the
of
Hours
ed.
be
destroy
must
homes
find
not
do
Animals oho
Murray
of
Way
United
of
r
a
membe
is
Sunday. The Humane Society
Friday, Ito 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, Ito 4:30 p.m: Saturday, and closed
41.
759-41
call
ation
inform
For
.
and Callooay County

Bel-Air
Center, Murray
Open 7-11 Daily
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Wiggington brings
home top honors
for rodeo team
The Murray State University rodeo team traveled to Southern Arkansas University in Magnolia to
compete at their first National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association
(NIRA)event for the 1992-93 season.
Pnnceton, Ky., native Corey
Wiggington brought home top honors for MSU in the saddle bronc
competition, placing first in each of
the two-day events and first in the
average. Competing in the women's
events, MSU team member Marne
Plowman,Girard. 1ll.,placed fourth
in the average for goat tying.
Murray State is one of 18 schools
that comprise the Ozark Region of
the NIRA. Students accumulate
points by competing at 10 N1RA
rodeo contests throughout the regular season. First and second place
regional qualifiers advance to the
national finals held in Bozeman,
Mont. dining the suminer of 1993.
Murray States first 92-93 seaeon
home rodgo event will be held atthe
West Kentucky LivesIock and ExpOsition Caner oa Nov. 19-21,with
another pleased duriag the spring
semester, M. 18-20.
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myself "just in case someone
should drop by" or if worse came
to worse, an unexpected guest
could spend the night
Without fail, a day or two
before the festivities begin, I am
sitting at the table, making a
will
it
that
grocery list, cookbooks and
year 1 think to myself
that
people
old
recipe cards piled high. Thinking
same
the
be
just
show up every year, why get all that surely someone will bunk in
fired up about the whole affair? with us, I make a coffeecake or
A week or so before the actual two for the usual on the run
event, I find myself eyeing the breakfast before the parade. Then
with the prospect of having to
house with dust cloth and broom
in hand, cleaning out those corner grab a bite between events in
cobwebs and shaking out the pil- mind, I usually make a big batch
lows on the guest bed. I tell of chili or gumbo that can be

*S STEW
itymigy Baur
The sky is bright blue, the
leaves are blowing in the cool
breeze, the pumpkins have begun
assembling at every corner and
the mums are in full bloom. It
must be Homecoming.
Each year as Homecoming
approaches, I seem to be overcome by recurrent procrastination
and apathy. Sad but true, each

3 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. salt
1/3 c. butter, soft
1 c. milk
1 egg
Streusel:
1 c. chopped nuts
1/3 c. brown sugar
1/4 c. flour
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
3 Tbs. margarine, firm
1/2 c. red raspberry preserves,
homemade if possible
Mix together streusel ingredients using a fork or pastry blender until crumbly. With electric
mixer, beat together batter ingredients until smooth. Pour half of
bauer into a greased and floured
9 x 13" cake pan. Drop raspberry
preserves onto batter by tablespoonfuls, using about half of the
preserves. With a spoon swirl the
preserves lightly into the batter.
Cover with remaining batter and
repeat with the remaining preserves. Sprinkle streusel on Lop of
preserves and bake at 350
degrees for 35-40 minutes or
until cake tests done. (You may
drizzle with a glaze if desired,
but it really doesn't need it).
• • • •
Blueberry Cake
1 stick margarine, soft
2/3 c. sugar plus 1/2 c. sugar

like Murray State and Indiana
State to huge schools like Purdue
and Ohio State, I can tell you it
isn't who wins or loses or even
how you play the game that matters. It's who shows up and what
they're wearing that really
counts!
If you are expecting some
Homecoming company this year
and looking for something easy
and delivious to have on hand,
try one of these favorites.
• • • •
Raspberry Coffee Cake
2 c. flour
1 c. sugar

quickly heated.
By the time Homecoming
arrives, 1 am bubbling with
excitement, anxious to see who
has returned, and eager to visit
with 'those same old people' who
return each year. There is suddenly so much to do, the annual
'musts'; the Friday night get
together, the parade on Saturday
where all those old schoolmates
now bring their children, and of
course cheering at the football
game.
Having sat through Homecoming football games, during good
years and bad, at small schools

Prices Good
Wed.. Sept. 30th
Thru
Tues., Oct. 6th

•

ork1

1 egg
2 1/3 c. unsifted flour
2 1/2 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. salt
3/4 c. milk
2 c. blueberries (fresh or frozen, unthawed)
1/2 tsp. grd. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. grd. nutmeg
Beat four Tbs. margarine with
2/3 c. sugar until fluffy. Add egg,
mix well. Sift together 2 c. flour,
baking powder and salt. Add,
alternating with milk, to sugar
and margarine. Beat well. Gently
stir in blueberries. Spoon into
greased and floured 9 x 13" pan.
Combine remaining four Tbs.
margarine with the 1/2 c. sugar in
a small bowl. Add remaining 1/3
c. flour, cinnamon and nutmeg.
Mix well to form a crumbly topping. Sprinkle evenly over the
top of batter in pan. Bake in a
preheated 350 degree oven 30
minutes or until cake tests done.

"Fresh Baked" Brand

'an Camp

& Beans
oz. Can

Pride of Illinois

Pride of Illinois Cut

Sweet Peas

Green Beans

Del Monte

ART SHOPPER CARD

Catsup

Cheese

I- CP
KER^HLP

32 oz. Plastic
Squeeze Bottle

Ito Chips

MSU to give award
for most spirited
at upcoming bonfire

Bounty

tiff
..4*....415 oz. Box

(as Reg. $1.39

Some lucky organization will
walk away with the Spirit Award,
presented at the Murray State University Residence Hall Association's second annual bonfire Friday,
Oct. 2.
The bonfire is pan of Murray
State's "Cheers to 60 Years" Homecoming Weekend activities Oct. 13. It will be held at the intramural
fields on campus from 8-10 p.m.
Phil Parrish, program coordinator
for housing at Murray State, said
students put the event together last
year because there were no pregame programs where students, faculty and community members
could voice their support for the
football team.
"This is a spirit-building, peprally event," he said.
Parrish said this year he expects
to see even more than the nearly 150
people who attended the first bonfire. Admission is free, and everyone is invited.

Paper Towels

WIth Cowan Below

Pro-Priced 3.60
Trail Blanc

Dog FOOd.....20 lb. Bag
:heese Doodles 99*

cis, Chili Hots or
eat Northern Beans

Field

Bologna
tf

11.0L0

4

$149
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Fresh Meaty Bonus Pack

Murray High band
takes first place
at Marshall contest

Spare Ribs
Louis Rich

We Decorate Cakes
Egg
Dinner

Rolls

11

Onion
Rolls
Wheat
Bread

acon

Pimento
Cheese
Spread

for

99
89

C

6 ct.

Hyde Park

/006114260
WM This Coupon
Good Only Al illoroy's Food Gloat
Unth On. Per Customs.
General Mills
TrIx Cereal
12 es Box

Che•r1o's
Breakfast Ceres'
16 oz. Box

149

lb.

Small Pepsi or
Pepsi Product
With Purchase of
Plate Lunch
$2"Moat, 2 Veg., & Roll

Hoagie
Rolls

100644200
Mb Coupon
Good Only At &amyl, Food at
Until on. Por CU•10/•••••

After competing in the Marshall County Band Contest, the
Murray High School band
received first place in Class AA
competition. Along with a rating
of Excellent. The band was less
then a point away from receiving
a Superior rating.
The percussion section and
drum major Jill Miller were
ranked second in their class. The
color guard received their place
overall.
This was the band's first competitive performance of the 1992
season. Their next contest will be
at Henderson County High
School on October 3rd after their
appearance in the Murray State
University Homecoming Parade.

Free

C

Loaf

$199

Turkey
Breast

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

6096114200
— With This Coupon
Good Only At Storeys Food Giant
Limit OM Per Customer

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
for Rates
'Call

Betty Crocker
BIsquIck

FREE

3.
60 oz.. Box $2
Exp. Tamen Oct Olt

Buy Ons GM Ono
Exp. rust., Oat. Mk

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753 4461
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Time running out on
bill for atomic plant...,
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — With
Congress set to adjourn Monday,
an energy bill that includes
money to locate a $I billion uranium enrichment plant is believed
to have a 50-50 chance of
passing.
The site,aearch for the plant is
reportedly narrowed to Paducah;
Piketon, Ohio; and Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
A congressional conference
committee is working on details
of the energy bill. Provisions in
the bill would allocate money for
final site studies for the plant. It
would also create a private corporation to run the federal enrichment plant.
A committee meeting scheduled for Tuesday was canceled
and rescheduled for today.
"The House and Senate have
very different vision, and the
conference committee could
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doubt."
The aide said part of the reason
for that doubt is the failure of
President Bush's administration
to support it. If the bill isn't
approved before Congress
adjourns next week, supporters of
the enrichment-plant provisions
would have to start again from
scratch.
Aides involved in the negotiations say other issues in the bill
and not the uranium enrichment
provision are causing the delay.
Although funding for the
enrichment plant is a small part
of the bill, it's important to the
enrichment industry and Paducah.
Privatization of the plant
would make new technology
called AVL1S a step closer. The
laser-based technology uses less
power than the current gaseous
diffusion method used at plants in
Paducah and Portsmouth.
Privatization would also make
U.S. nuclear reactor fuel prices
more competitive with products
from other countries.
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MURRAY TODAY
KiT Opcii house plauned Oct. 3

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Dexter Senior Citizens Center is open each Tuesday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Elsie Springer, director, said the group has Bible study,
blood pressure checks, discussion of current affairs, play cards, etc.
Each Tuesday a potluck meal is served. All senior citizens in the area
are invited to attend.

Murray Optimists plan breakfast
Murray Optimist Club will sponsor a ham breakfast on Saturday. Oct. 3,
from 6 to 9:30 a.m. at Rudys Restaurant on the west side of the courtsguano in downtown Murray. This will be prior to the Murray State University
homecoming parade. Tickets at $4 each may be purchased from any Optimist Club member or at the door the day the breakfast.

Dexter Holiness Church plans event
Dexter Holiness Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, Oct.
4. The Rev. James Cox of Cadiz will be the speaker for the worship service
at 11 a.m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. with a gospel singing featuring
Deliverance of Camden, Tenn., att:304).m. A potluck lunch will be served
at the Dexter Community Center, according to the Rev. Elijah Balentine,
church pastor, who invites the public to attend.
CCMS

Gloria Dawn Westmoreland and
Mark Hampton Erwin to marry

4-H Club will meet

Caoway County Middle School 4-H Club will meat Thursday, Oct. 1,
immediately after school is dismissed in the school cafeteria. The meeting
will be over by 4 p.m., according to Joyce Tidwell, leader, who urges all
members and interested new members to attend.

Westmoreland and Erwin
wedding planned Oct. 24

CCHS SBDM Committee to meet
Calloway County High School Site Based Decision Making Committee will
meet Thursday, Oct. 1, at 7 p.m. in the school cafeteria. The agenda will
include consideration of operational policies as well as items of new business. The public is invited to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. W. Clyde Sherer and Mr. and Mrs. David H.
Westmoreland of Columbia, Tenn., announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their sister, Gloria Dawn Westmoreland, to
Mark Hampton Erwin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis H. Erwin of Murray.
Miss Westmoreland is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Howard V. Westmoreland. Her grandparents are Mrs. Maxie Ayers of
Mooresville, Tenn., and the late Ralph T. Ayers and the late Mr. and
Mrs. John E. Westmoreland.
Mr. Erwin is the grandson of Mrs. Frances Harris of Murray and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Nix Harris and the late Mr. and Mrs. William Duke
Erwin.
The bride-elect, a 1981 graduate of Columbia Central High School,
is employed as general manager of the James E. Polk Motel in
Columbia.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Murray State University. He is
employed as manager of Norwest Financial in Shelbyville, Tenn.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Oct. 24, at 5 p.m. at
Saint Luke United Methodist Church, Columbia, Tenn.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
recegtion.

Youth Rally planned Friday
A Youth Rally will be Friday, Oct. 2, at 7:30 p.m. at Bethel Fellowship
Church, located on Highway 94 East. All young people of the area are
invited to attend.

Murray club plans homecoming dance
Murray Country Club will have its annual Murray State University Homecoming dance on Saturday. Oct. 3, at 9 p.m. This will feature a live band
from Nashville, Tenn., and complementing hors d'oeuvres. Admission will be
$20 per couple. Reservations should be made as early as possible and no
later than Friday, Oct. 2, by calling 7534113.

CCHS Class of 1973 plans meeting
Members of the Calloway County High School Class 01 1973 will meet
Tuesday, Oct. 6, at 7 p.m. at Shoney's Restaurant. This will be to plan for
the 20-yew class reunion for 1993. All class members interested in helping
to plan this reunion are urged to attend. For more information call 753-5227
or 753-9909.

Young Actors Guild will meet
The Young Actors Guild will meet Thursday, Oct. 1, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's.
Drinks and tips will be paid, but money for pizza and other expenses should
be brought by the members. Immediately following at 7:30 p.m., YAGs will
depart for the Playhouse in the Park to view a dress rehearsal of 'Cheaper
By the Dozen' to begin at 8 p.m.

Jenny Ridge plans singing
Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church will have a gospel singing on Friday,
Oct. 2, at 7 p.m. Featured will be The Messengers of Camden, Tenn. The
public is invited to attend, a church member said.

Compassionate Friends Thursday
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Oct. 1, at 7:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Don Brock will speak
about 'Anger. Another meeting will be Thursday, Oct. 22, at 7:30 p.m. with
Pat Anderson R.N. to speak on 'Infant Loss.' This is a group comprised of
those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages.'You
will have contact with people who listen and who offer support,' according to
Chapter Leader Hilda Bennett. For more information call Bennett at
498-8324 or Chaplain Rebecca Church, 762-1274.
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Call reunion will be Oct. 4
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The Call Reunion has been changed from the fourth Sunday in September to the first Sunday in October which will be Oct. 4. It has been combined
with the Nickols reunion at the Farm Bureau Building on Poplar Street in
Paris, Tenn. Relatives and friends are invited to attend. Each one should
bring a potluck lunch.

Usher-Jackson wedding vows
will be solemnized on Friday
Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Miss Angela
Usher and Kendall Jackson.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Turner.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Riley and Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Jackson.
The vows will be said at 7 p.m.
on Friday, Oct. 2, at the University Church of Christ.
John Dale, minister of Glendale Road Church of Christ, will
perform the ceremony. Music
will be played by Sammy Parker.
The matron of honor will be
Lisa Aeschliman. Bridesmaids
will be Tammy Usher, Victoria
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THIS WEEK!
Cheaper by the Dozen

Morris and Gore to be honored
Mary Morris, retiring postmaster, and Martha Nell. Gore, retiring clerk, for
the Hardin Post Office, will be honored at a spacial retirement reception on
Sunday, Oct. 4, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Hardin Community Center. Mrs. Morris, wife of Raymond Morris, has been postmaster at Hardin for 20 years
and prior to that worked as a clerk for many years. Mrs. Gore, wife of the
late Joe Gore, has also been with the post office for several years. The
public is invited to attend this special event

Gunters Flat Reunion planned
A reunion of all students who ever attended Gunter' Flat School, located
In the Midway area of Calloway County, will be Saturday, Oct. 10, at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church. Names and addresses of persons
who ever attended the school are needed. Any one knowing the whereabouts of any students are asked to call Doris Coles Robertson, 753-5048, or
Lou Ellen Adams Starks, 7534638.

Aurora School Reunion planned
A reunion of Aurora High School, located in Marshal County in Aurora. is
planned for Saturday, Oct. 3, at Country Kitchen, Draffenville. This is open
to all students who ever attended the school during the years of 1922 to
1941. A social hour will be from 2 to 4 p.m. with the meal, each one ordering
from the menu, at 4 p.m. No reservations are necessary. For more informa
ton call Damon Harrison, 759-4584.

Wednesday, Sept. 30
University Church of Christ
events include Ladies Bible
Class/9:30 a.m. and Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Dexter Baptist
worship/6:30 p.m.

759-1752

0,04$41s4.44%.;z4e,
'Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whitnell
9-5:30
Sat.
9-7;
-Fri.
Mon.
Hours:

St. John's Episcopal Church is planning a Janus Sunday, a time for looking forward arid looking be& Janus Sunday celebrates the first Evening
Prayer meeting heed in October 1955 Janus Sunday will be Oct 25 which
will include a special sink*, potluck lunch, and a time for fellowship of pre
sent and former members. The church is trying to contact former members
addres
in town or ones who have moved away If any one has names and
ses of former members, please contact St. John's at 753-8908
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O
BING
Mayfield
Broadway
715 E.
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

Church

Wednesday, Sept. 30
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.:
Library open/6:I5 p.m.; Klaymata and Children's Choirs/6:30
p.m.; prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's
Klubs, Bible Explosion, College
Career Bible Study, Adult Bible
Study and Weekly Workers'
meetingf/ p.m.
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First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Consecration
Sunday Committee/7 p.m.; (Cont'd on page 8A)
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.

St. John's seeks former members

\
N ,•

October 2-4,
Fri. & Sat. at 8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.
October 8-11
Fri. & Sat. at 8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations

•

Cherry Corner Baptist Church will have revival services starting tonight
(Wednesday) and continuing through Sunday, Oct. 4. The Rev. Paul Gunn,
pastor of Irving College Baptist Church, McMinnville, Tenn., will be the
evangelist for the services at 7 p.m., Wednesday through Saturday, and at
11 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. on Round Up Sunday. Also on Sunday a record
breaking attendance for Sunday School at 10 a.m. is planned, followed a
potluck meal at noon. The afternoon service will feature preaching and singing. No evening service will be hold. The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor,
invites the public to attend these special services.

im
he
his

Turner and Keni Simmons.
Ashley Simmons and Kayla
Simmons will be flower girls.
Her personal attendant will be
Vicki Simmons.
Groomsmen will be Russell
Asher, Shaun Simmons, Steve
Simmons and Shea Simmons.'
Ushers will be Shaun Riley and
Mohomad Haek.
Directing the wedding will be
Sue Sills. Shaun Workman will
preside at the guest register.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

-•••-

CALENDAR

Cherry Corner plans revival
on

-

KET will host a day of family fun to celebrate the dedication of its
new headquarters building, the 0. Leonard Press Telecommunications Center, on Saturday, Oct. 3, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Eastern
'time. Visitors can meet PBS and KET celebrities like Mr. McFeely
of Mister Rogers' Neighborhood, Jim Wilson of The Victory Garden and writer John Ed Pearce of On the Ohio; tour KET's new
state-of-the-art production facilities; and participate in a studio
production. The building, to be formally dedicated on Friday, Oct.
2, is named for KET founder 0. Leonard Press, who is also being
honored on Thursday, Oct. 1, with a dinner and the premiere of a
new Distinguished Kentuc4in program about rm.
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Hazel Woman's Club plans Hazel day events
The Hazel Woman's Club met
i'hursday, Sept. 17, with Mrs.
;ackie Butterworth, president,
oresiding. The devotion was
.iven by Mrs. Mark Paschall.
Mrs. Butterworth presented a
Jogram concerning "MemberClub Orientation," introhip
lucing charter members and givIng an overview of Kentucky
ederal of Women's Clubs, Genial Federation of Women's
'Iubs, and Hazel Woman's Club.
Guests and prospective mem-,srs present were Mrs. Ray Pas'iall, Mrs. Carl Dalton, Mrs.
:ichard Lewis, Mrs. Jeff Emery
J nd Mrs. Chuck Whisenett.
During the business session,
members finalized plans for their
participation in the Hazel Day
Car Show and the Memorabilia
Display of Hazel, both to be held
Oct. 3, 1992. during the Annual
!laze! Day Celebration.

World Food Day was discussed
with the membership deciding to
give Need Line a "food pounding" at the October meeting as
well as a monetary donation.
It was announced the First District Woman's Club meeting
would be held Wednesday, Oct.
14, at KentuCky Dam Village
with the Hazel Club being in
charge of table decorations.
Mrs. Gerald Ray announced
that Hazel Woman's Club Cookbooks entitled "Seasoned with
Love" were available. Anyone
interested in purchasing a book
can contact any club member.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Tommy Paschall, Mrs. Lawrence Overkey,
Mrs. Bruce Wilson, and Ms. Carolyn Parks.
Other .members present were
Mrs. James Latimer, Mrs. Jimmy
Butterworth, Mrs. Gerald Galli-

ENDAR
CAL
(ConI'd from page 7A)
Wednesday, Sept. 30
Memorial Baptist Church
events include Prayer servicen
p.m. and Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
events include Mid-Week Bible
Study all youth mission
organizations/7 p.m.

Hostesses for the September meeting of Hazel Woman's Club
were, from left, Ms. Carolyn Parks, Mrs. Lawrence Overbey, Mrs.
Bruce Wilson and Mrs. Tommy Paschall.

Tina Mane Lane of Murray has
been awarded an 5800 Murray
Lions Club — Bryan Tolley
Memorial Scholarship for the

DAY THUR
SATURDAY - SUNDAY

Mrs. Harold Wilkinson, Mrs. Lal
Elliott and Mrs. Linda Thomas.
The next regular meeting will
be Thursday. Oct. 15, at 7 p.m. at
Haiel Community Center.

1992-93 academic year at Murray
State University.
The daughter of Shirley Lane
of Murray and Johnnie Lane Jr.
of Farmington, she is a sophomore psychology major and biology minor at MSU, where she is
direcdtor of Civitan Club. She
plans to attend medical school
and pursue a career as a
psychiatrist.
,Lane is a former recipient of
both the Lions' Club Scholarship
and a Masonic Lodge Scholarship, With a 3.36 grade-point
average, she is a Dean's List
student.
Lane is a 1990 graduate of
Murray High School where she
was active in several clubs,
including Future Homemakers of
America, Tn-Alpha and French
Club. Also, she, served as vice
president of Future Business
Leaders of America. She was
honored by the American Association of University Women for
being in the top 10 percent of her
graduating class.
The Murray Lions Club —
Bryan Tolley Memorial Scholarship is awarded by the MSU
Foundation to full-time upperclass students who graduated
from a Murray-Calloway County
high school. Recipients must
have a minimum 2.5 grade-point
average, and be persons of integrity and good citizenship.

School
Oak Grove Baptist Church/ Ann Hasseltine Sunday
Church/
Baptist
ial
Class/Memor
and
prayer meeting, RAs
2:30 p.m./Floyd Krewsom home.
GAsf7:30 p.m.
Murray High School events
First Christian Church events include Girls Soccer Team hosts
include Evangelism Committe at Reidland; Dr. Lewis speak on
Pagliai's/noon; Church-wide pot- School Assessment Scores/7
luck dinner and missionary p.m./cafeteria.
speakers/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choirr7 p.m.
Singles Friendship of Pans,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Nolan Richardson, University of Building, Info/Kennith Broach,
Arkansas head basketball coach/ 753-3580.
speak/7 p.m./Curris Center, Murray State University. Admission Video Teleconference/
free.
"Managing Quality in Change"/9
a.m.-noon/Barkley Room of CurMurray Civic Music Associa- ris Center, Murray State Univertion concert by Louisville sity. 1nfo/762-4220.
Orchestra/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. "The Nerd"/8 p.m./by Murray
Info/753-3257 or 762-4516.
State University Theater/Johnson
Theatre of Doyle Fine Arts CenNational Scouting Museum/ ter, MSU. Info/762-4421 or
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
762-3167.

SAVE
20%
- ]
rM H
25%
30%
40%
ic
Att
tes
San
%
50
On Everything
We are pleased to announce
that Sherry Morris, bride-elect
of Ken Steuart, has made her
domestic and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Sherry and Ken u,411 be married November 28, 1992.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

OPENING
OCT. 1, 1992

Christmas Trees, Wreaths,
Garlands, Ornaments, Beautiful
Collectible Gifts - Dolls &
Gourmet Foods.
Lay-A-Way Now for Christmas
Hours; Thurs. & Fri. 10-8
p.m. Sat. 10-5 p.m.

West Side Court Square, Mtirray

CO753-8212

1105
K11

You Buy!

Unlipsesity PlIsas...130SS 42116sstaut street

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45
a.m.; Knights of Columbus
meeting/7:30 p.m. at K/C
building.

First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
ons
New Life Christian Center/ p.m. and Nominati
p.m.
Committee/7
prayer and praise/7 p.m.

Lane is awarded scholarship

Central Shopping Center. Murray
753-7991
Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

Hearts/I0
N
Young
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Westside Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m.

more, Mrs. Joe Pat Butterworth,
Mrs. Ken Craig, Mrs. Bill Hudson, Mrs. Steve Knott, Ms. Marilyn Liddle, Mrs. Gary Story, Mrs.
Leroy Bennett, Mrs. Dan Boaz,

1. Make your selections.
2. Draw a Mystery Discount.
3. Save 20%,25%,30%,40% or 50%
on your total purchase.
Save 20% or more on Every Item
you purchase.

Thursday, Oct. 1

Carothers
Tennessee
Sue
Paris,
Washington /
209 West

Tickfin appfe

Collection.
Fall
entire
50% off our
pick!
Savings of 20 to
apple you
the
is up to
The sa-cings
and 3
October 1, 2,
Saturday
Friday Thursday
Cash,Check,

Visa,

MasterCard, America

Express,

The Place To Discover

Otscover only

Overeaters Anonymous/Ellis
Community/beginners/5:1 5
p.m./regular/5:30 p.m.
Murray Kennel Club All Breed
organizational meeting/8
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Thursday, Oct. 1
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m. with officers at
7 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Homeplacc-1850 and
Woodlands Nature Center open
daily; Domestic Wood Permits
available daily; Forest fire season
begins; Fallow deer rut occurs in
October; Fishing activities
improves as water temperatures
cool.

Hutson home scene
of South Pleasant
Grove Club meeting

H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.

luta Hutson opened her home
for the meting of the South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club
AA and Al-Anon closed held Wednesday. Sept. 8.
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
"Casseroles" was the topic of
Center, Benton. 1nfo1759-4059 or the major lesson demonstrated by
753-7663.
Sandra Gallimore. She prepared a
casserole which was served to
Murray Civitan Club/7 club members.
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Donna Jackson presented a lesson entitled "What's New in
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 Sewing Notions."
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Twilla Coleman, president,
presided. The devotion was given
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/ by Clovii, Brown.
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Twelve 'members answered the
roll call by completing "HappiFirst Baptist Church events ness is " One visitor was
include Mother's Day 0u1/9:30 Deann Canter.
a.m.
Other members present were
Lisa McDougal, Inez ButterTOPS KY #469 Murray Chapter worth, Clarkie Butterworth, Brenof Taking Off Pounds Sensibly/6 da Erwin, Delyghte Humphreys,
p.m. and 7 p.m./Chamber of Delpha Taylor and Linda
Commerce building.
Workman.
Many upcoming events were
Prepared Childbirth Class/7 announced and discussed. The
p.m./Murray-Calloway County County Annual Day will be Monday, Oct. 12, at 10 a.m. at Weaks
Hospital.
Community Center.
Members voted to give a donation made by club members to be
sent to victims of Hurricane
• :• 'OP OP—
•%:
Andrew in south Florida.
Hostesses were Mrs..'Hutson
and Brenda Erwin.
Coda Williams
The next meeting will be Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 1:30 p.m. at
bride-elect of
the home of Mrs. Humphreys.
Sam Honry

has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bddal RogIstry

ierl
1205B Chestnut • 753.131

Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper
Again.

Lounges,
It's Our LowestPricesEwer Oa Etageres,Chaise
Tables, End
Coffee
Sets,
Chairs
ilk
Table
Stands.
Plant
Tables, Traits AM Muck Morel
11:0041:00 • eat. Ik00-11:00 • Sus 1:00-5:00
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SILVER PROFILES
By Shirley T. Johnson
_
Helpful, considerate, sensitive
and knowledgeable are some of
the words which personify Jo
Burkeen. She is never too busy
with meeting a deadline to have a
friendly smile. No matter how
high her desk is piled with urgent
work, Jo will find time to discuss
why you are there. It seems that
she knows everyone in Murray
and Calloway County. The fact
that she is a native of the county
attests to this. Her informational
mind is a deep well of names and
facts.
It was on Adig. 12, 1946, that
Jo became associated with The
Ledger & Times when it was a
weekly newspaper. James C. Williams was the owner at that time.
As of June 16, 1947, the paper
became a daily.
Her first position was as a
bookkeeper. As time progressed,
her rewonsibilities have included
the Murray Today page, weddings, the church directory,
Looking Back and obituaries. The
year 1981 saw the beginning of
Jo's DATEBOOK and her picture
was added to that column in
March 1991.
Born a Workman, Jo has lived
most of her life in the Penny
community. Most of the Workmans in this area are related as
are the Burkeens. She and J.B.
have a daughter, Patsy Black, and
a son, Dennis B. Burkeen. During
the early years of her children's
lives, she worked at home, doing
the copy for The Ledger & Times
and then taking it to the office for
publication.
The professional skills which
Jo possesses were learned in
many ways, but she gives basic
credit for her writing and journalistic abilities to two people. Her
seventh grade teacher, the late
Elizabeth Walston, taught her
how to use language. From Kirksey School to Murray Training
School and hence to Murray
State, she credits those teachers
who touched her life. The other
person who had such an impact
on her life was Dr. L.J. Hortin
where she learned the essentials
of journalism.
Accuracy is one of the important elements of published information. Jo is disciplined with a
sensitivity for those she writes

about so that all the facts are
COMM

Weddings and obituaties must
be as precise as possible for the
public record. One wonders how
easy it is to do the obituaries. It
is Jo Burkeen's philosophy that
for many people, their names
only appear in print a few times
during their lives. The obituary is
a service to the family for it can
give and honor a loved one. Jo
says that it is one of her most
important contributions. It is certainly one of her finest.
Her life in journalism is a
crowded, busy and demanding
occupation. She, however, manages to be a volunteer, attends
her Phebian Sunday School Class
at First Baptist Church, is a member of Murray Woman's Club and
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter
of AAR?, and has been a long
time board member of Need Line.
Enjoying her three grandchildren, Jamie, Emily, and Jennifer,
all middle schoolers, making the
rounds af the generations of her
family, and vacationing with
sisters-in-law each summer are
ways she has found to relax and
enjoy life. In some ways, her
hobby is her work.
Since 1986, she has accompanied her sisters-in-laws, Ola
James, Euple Lee, Mary Outland
and Rosie Burkeen on a vacation
each year. This year it was to
Branson, Mo., and Eureka
Springs, Ark., with memories to
add to other vacations with them
to Asheville, N.C., Great Smoky
Mountains, Kentucky, etc. She
also remembers special vacations
with her family to Florida, Colorado, Arizona, and other places.
When Walter Apperson
became the owner of the Ledger
& Times in 1973, he gained Jo
Burkeen and many other employees. Little did he know then the
extent of all their talents and abilities. If you check Funk and
Wagnals and read one of the
definitions of a legend, you will
find the following: "A body or
accumulation of such stories as
those connected with people..."
Surely this applies to Jo Burkeen,
a loyal and dedicated mainstay of
Penny, Murray, Calloway and the
Ledger & Times. Truly, she is
one-of-a-kind.

Hancock will
present recital
Friday evening

Doric Kutner a(MsrtayiILpk
lured the day after Easter in
1921 at Germany at her first
day of school. She is holding a
"Zuckertute," a large ornamental paper cone with an Easter
bunny emerging from the top.
In the first grade she learned to
write the old German script.
From second through fourth
grade, the cursive script was
used, which she was said was
lucky for her, for when they
immigrated to Milwaukee, Wis.,
in the United States, she had no
problem writing, but speaking
was a problem. Since moving to
Murray, she has been attending
Murray State University since
the fall of 1989. She had polio
at the age of 18 months which
affected her right leg. She
broke her left kg here Sept. 23,
1991, and spent seven months
at Long Term Care at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
is now back attending Murray
State University and translates
the old German scripts for people needing them read. She is a
member of Alpha Mu Gamma,
national foreign language honor
society.

Germ Hancock, international
artist and organist/choirmaster of
St. Thomas Church in New York
City, will be the first performer
in the Marianne Webb and David
N. Bateman Distinguished Organ
Series on Friday, Oct. 2, at 8 p.m.
at Shryock Auditorium, Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale,
Mr. Hancock, noted for his
improvisational skills, will perform an Organ Sonata in four
movements — all improvised
simulktaneously as the entire last
half of the program.
The theme will be wriuen by
Lynn Trapp who received his
Bachelor of Music degree in
organ performance under Dr.
Webb at Southern Illinois
University.
The public is invited and
encouraged to attend. For further
information on this and other
American Guild of Organists'
activities, contact Jim Patton at
Benton, 1-527-0009.

Bethany Hall given scholarship
Bethany Hall of Murray has
been awarded a $500 Murray/
Calloway County Hospital Medical Staff Scholarship for the
1992-93 academic year at Murray
State University.
The daughter of Jane Hall of
Murray and the late James Hall,
she is a senior biology/pre-med
major and chemistry major at
Murray State. She graduated from
Murray High School in 1989 and
plans to pursue a career as a
physician.
Hall is involved with several
organizations at the university,
including Order of Omega, Beta
Beta Beta and Omicron Delta
Kappa national honor societies.

Additionally, she is active in
the Pre-Med Club and has been a
Summer Orientation counselor.
She has also served as publicity
chairman for University Center
Board, and vice president of both
Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority and Student Alumni
Association.
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BRIDAL
,REGISTRY,
e.,

We are pleased to
announce that Carla
Williams, bride-elect of
Sam Henry, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Carla and Sam will
be married October 31,
1992.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

MURRAY
TODAY

Fun Starts Here!
The(../N

,

•

•

•
••
Express yourself with a cake that's perfect
for your celebration - you II find great
ideas in the 1993 Wilton Yearbook of .
Cake Decorating. It s the reference book
for any baker or decorator... 196 pages
of cake, cookie, candy and dessert
ideas for birthdays, weddings, showers.
anniversaries and holidays.
Easy step-by-step
instructions and over 1200 baking
and decorating products, too!
Stop in today for your copy of this

Hall is the previous recipient
of the hospital medical staff
scholarship. With a 3.75 gradepoint average, she is a Dean's
List student.
The Murray/Calloway County
Hospital Medical Staff scholarship is administered by the MSU
Foundation.

exciting full-color publication

Murray Home & Au

DECA officers named

753-2571
Chtstnut St
Hours: Al-F, 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Sat. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

RAGWEED SEASON!
THEY MAY CALL IT HAYFEVER, BUT
YOU CALL IT MISERY.
FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

THE ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.

753-7451

Jo Burkeen works at her computer

HIGHWAY 641 NORTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

The 1992-93 officers, of the Distributive Education Clubs of
America at Murray Area Vocational School are, from left, Patti
Carrol, treasurer, Tracey Vickery, president, Penny Smith
McCuiston, historian/reporter, April Duncan Warner, vice president, and Trisha Mathis, secretary. The DF:CA officers of the
Retailing Co-op Class will be in the Murray State University
Homecoming Parade Saturday morning.

DAILY POLLEN & MOLD COUNT - 800-756-4AIR

•

Langendorfer receives Moore-Menendez scholarship
Edward Norman Langendorfer,
a senior physics/computer science
major from Murray, has been
awarded a $1,000 MooreMenendez Scholarship for the
1992-92 academic year at Murray
State University.
Langendorfer is the son of
Ronald Langendorfer of New
River, Ariz., and Peggy Say of
Cadiz. A dean's list student, he
plans to pursue a career as an
engineer.

He is a member of Alpha
Lambda Delta and Gamma Beta
Phi honorary societies and the
Data Processing Management
Association.
Administered by the MSU
Foundation, the award is presented in honor of Jesus S.
Menendez and Dr. Shirley Ann
Moore Menendez by their family.
Recipients must be residents of
Kentucky or Illinois or whose
first language is Spanish, full-

Have You Ever Read Your Bible Straight Through
From Genesis To Revelation In One Year?
You Are invited To Be One Of A Group
Who Will Do So
From Now Through August, 1993,
Reading The Version Of Your Choice.
Weekly Lecture and Discussion Monday Nights,
7:01-8:01

Fiat Presbyterian Glaurch

time enrolled juniors, seniors or
graduate students pursuing a
major or minor in one of the following fields: education, biology,
chemistry, physics, computer sci-

ence, mathematics, English,
Spanish, French, political science, government, agriculture,
journalism, instrumental music or
painting.
p‘,

MUM.
PAINTS
Come See ANNA - She Has
20 Years Experience With
Hyliias Paint

II you're thinking about buying. a new ‘-inyl
use
floor. now's dasdperfect time
Manrungton Sill give you SIO back on any
square
Marmington Gold purchase of 10
or mote from October 1st through
ober list'
ggk
And you'll never go wrong with a
Manrungion Gold floor ft has a brighter,
longer lasting shine,and resimsdents beuer
dirt Armstrong's best Roo,." so it bola

Paint Purchases

1601 Main Street, Murray

Mayfield Paint &
Wallpaper

Dr David Shopporson, Jr. - interim Minister

Oar Taal.Get$50
Back On Your New
Maturington Gokr Hoot

20%
Discount
On

Fellowship Hall
"You are cordially invited to read along at your owk
speed and participate in this
"Through the Bible in a Tror

WONINGION

All Murray Customers Receive

Large Selection Of In-Stock Wallpaper & Borders

Nursery Provided • No TultIOn Or Floe Involved

•

From llurra on 121 Turn Right .1t :1rd Stoplight F.
MasterCard & Visa Accepted

•

water sl

94 West
019,2 istawaripon

•

' •
• •'
• ••••

"."

•

newer longer We're so confident in as
abilities that if you're unhappy with your
new floor during the hrst year, well replace
it free
Why wait' Come in today kw a beaUtiful
new Mannington Gold floor, get $50 back
and celebrate on us!
r•tok pet none Woo loreArld
'Ad.- kw eelow 00•1•
•poldIrd Inotime
OemeoseOwn Sneeze it Down %Wow
•IN don& ow Iftwoome•Piecomma We CO••••••

r

Mitchell's
Carpet & Floorcovering

•
,:•••
.f
•

GOLD
A Skiing Example OfWho A Floor Should Pe'

753-2392
Sjnc
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Homecoming Sale
Mon.-Thurs.
8-7 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

1407 Main
753-4682

Prices Good
Sept. 30 thru
Oct. 6

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Good Food From Good Folks

U.S. Choice

Ribeye Steak

$48?

Butterboll

Turkey Bacon

U.S. Choice Whole Top

U.S. Choice Top

Gold Kist Whole

Sirloin Butts
$

Sirloin Steak

Fryers

)wen s Best
• (-roily Pock

47_
)
a
9

Ground Beef

Sliced Free

$28?

...dens Best

Ground Chuck

4 Lb Pkg.

Franks
$ 1 39

$ 1 69

•7 Lb.
Owen's Best

Leon & Meaty Center Cut Boneless

Fields- Whole or 1/2 Boneless •

Ground Round

Pork Chops

Kentuckian Ham

Kraft Vona

$ 1 89

Carmels
14 oz

$q99
160 Lb

s.;,,Jakk,
Reg or Quick

Oats

Towels

Clifty Farms Whole

Country Hams
All Flavors

Lb.
$ 1 59

Gatorade

Sliced Free

69

79`

79

$

sTb9

Viva
Large Roll

49!

Eckrich 1 Lb
Jumbo, Beef
or Cheese

Minute Maid Frozen

Orange Juice
120z.99e
Stivers Plain or Self-Rising

Corn Meal
5W. Bag

'
89

Meat Trays,
Party Trays,
Vegetable Trays,
Fruit Trays

Microwave

Pop-Top Storables
WEEK #4
Beginning September 28

99
[ACM

This Week Only!
teitour /Vice'3"..

•Cup
Round

Storage Containers Made of High
Performance, Stain Resistant Material

Three Diamond Jock

Mackerel
Ronco

69'
4/$100
69'
4/$1
$139

15 oz.

Reg. or Thin

Spaghetti

7 oz.
Three Diamond Ch., Cr. Sliced

Pineapple

20 oz

Jiffy

Corn Muffin Mix

Potato Chips
Campbell's

Tomato Soup

14.7 oz.

Gain

Ultra

Ragu

Spaghetti Sauce
Bathroom Tissue

Frozen Corn

Gatorade
12 pk.

2% Milk

Wesson Oil

32 oz.

$2" Toastettes

$199
59'

14 Use 42 oz.
16 oz.

$219

Bold Ultra

Corn, Conola or Veg.
$1 89
I
gal

79'
89'

4 Roll Pkg.

All Flavors Nabisco

Carnation Lite or Reg.

Prairie Farm

28-30 oz

Soft & Gentle
All Flavors

Coffeemate

$1 89
I

5 lb

Birdseye Little Ears

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

18 use 42 oz. I

Sugar

$ 1 89
13 oz I

Coffee

$ 99

Domino

6,4., 79'
101/2 0, 2/89'

Folgers Vac. Pack Bag

8'/2 oz.

Unica Pink

Salmon

Ripplin

Pet 12 oz. Can

Evaporated Milk

48 oz.

Vilochice
Michigan
Large 30 Size

Extra Large
Bell

Celery

Peppers

In. Golden or
Red Delicious

U.S. #1 Russet

Apples

PptL9tRes

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Virginia

Owen's Best
Storemade

Owen's Best
Storemade

Baked Ham
89

Baked Ham
89

Cole Slaw

Potato Salad

Owen's Best

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

90 3 99' 99' 99'.$3 $3 99! 99!.
3 Lbs Bag

Lb.

Lb.

For

Fancy

Golden Ripe

Cucumbers
$1

Bananas

3)1

' Fancy
Green

Cabbage
00
7w.

New Crop
Yellow

Onions

39!.

Fields

American

Cheese Bologna BBC) Ribs TurkeLBFrfti ast
$289 000 $159 ikon
77 up
Lb.
%; Lb
Lb
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Bowling Green man charged after vandalizing cave
A 31-year-old Bowling Green
man has been prosecuted under a
new state law for illegally entering and vandalizing Murray State
University's Savage Cave.

on any human
State permits are required in sonal possessi
Terry Chaney of 2241 Small- dition that Chaney complete five
being bone
first
without
bones
Kentucky to enter and remove
house Road, Bowling Green, was days of community service and
Coroner's
Kentucky
the
through
he
any cultural objects from a cave.
sentenced Aug. 26 to 30 days in pay a $100 fine. In addition,
Ken CarDr.
to
according
Act,
For cave on state property, such
the Logan County Jail. The sen- was ordered to stay away from
Murray
the
in
professor
stens,
as Savage Cave, a state antiquity
tence was suspended on the con- /Savage Cave and any other cave
Sociology,
of
nt
Departme
State
or
authority
is
it
and
permit is also required
without proper legal
Anthropology and Social Work.
permission from the owner, illegal to dig or have in your perattoraccording to Locan County
ney Thomas A. Noe III.
Savage Coave is a nationallysignificant archeological site near
For a small strawberry-blonde Pomeranian, with a very light
Adairville. Cultural deposits at
and curls over back. It weighs about 15 pounds and is 12
tail
the, Murray State Universityinches high. It is very friendly and wearing a collar.
owned and managed site date
Last seen at Oak Grove Baptist Church in the
between 8,000 B.C. and A.D.
is
Crossland Community.
1,000. The entrance to the cave
posted.
gated, locked and
Call collect - (901) 498-8324,
Chaney is thought to be the
(901) 498-8231 or (901) 247-3326.
.. first person prosecuted under
protection
cave
new
s
contact: Hughes Bennett, Rt. #2
Or
Kentucky'
act, Noe said.
Box 279, Puryear TN. 38251

EARN
6.50%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE CUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
1$5,000 minimum)

FARM
BUREAU

REWARD!

NEN

▪

Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
Rated: A+
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INSURANCE

FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
One lucky Hazel Day participant will receive the Huffy 10-speed
bicycle donated by David L. Harrington, Calloway County Attorney. Pictured with the safety tested bike are from left to right:
Miranda Rogers, Leslie Steely, Kimberly Harrington, David Harrington and Miriam Rogers. Raffle tickets for the bike may be
purchased at the Hazel Day Celebration Saturday, Oct. 3, with the
drawing held at 4:30 p.m. Proceeds from the raffle benefit the
Hazel Community Development project.

IC.,
I

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

Dr. Dennis L. Hoskett, D.C.

and pains.
c test, a
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedi
on
examinati
an
check,
alignment
spinal
a
test,
pressure
blood
a
test,
cal
chiropractic neurologi
a
and
private
strength
for
muscle
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE.
It you want more care and treatment.
we do all the paperwork.

I

FREE.

PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO
DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY
OF RESPONDING TO THE
TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATON OR
•
TREATMENT
OR
EXAMINATION
SERVICE
_ADVEFLICCFMFNT FOR THE FREE

n ko
iaroa
r tion
ntofina
steuedienf
Ai Needfr

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30

Contact:
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
1050 U.S. 127 South, Suite 102
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-4323

14

5.
6.
7.
8.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

VALUE
II=

759-1116

I

=III Ella MEI

MIN EMI 1111111 MIMI MEE MI= Ilan EMI =II =II

El= a=

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES
VIE

ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS AND WIC

AsimPe

Ir
623 SOUTH 4TH STREET

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 8 AM TO 7 PM

759-1144

Field

Field Lite

e Field
sag
Ham 1 Sau
Lb.

ners
Wie
1 Lb. Pkg.

Pkg.

•
•
••

e

Limit 5 Please

Bathroom Tissue

Limit 4 Please

Instant Potatoes

g Powder
Washin
42 Oz. Box

Pre-Pack
4 for $1

$1

Snuggle

Fabric Softner

64

77

Oz.

Joan of Arc

Great Northern or
Pinto Beans
15 Oz. Can

4

!PPP

mspoompappalORMININIM
,
leinesistaaramangs
•
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•
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Magic:'It's time to go back to work'
By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — Last time, the mood was
grim and it was all Magic Johnson could do to "Rash his
trademark smile. This time, he could do nothing but.
Joking with his wife and reporters from the outset. Johnson informed the world what it's been waiting for months
to hear — he's back.
In the same room Tuesday where 327 days earlier he
announced has retirement because he had contracted the
AIDS virus, Johnson told a packed news conference at the
Forum he will play for the Los Angeles Lakers this season.
"I'm playing again," he said. "Yeaaaa. Finally! That
court is where I belong, no matter what happens.
"This is a lot more relaxed ... better. It was much tougher then because I was having to say goodbye."
Johnson's wife, Cookie, said she was behind his decision to return "totally ... 100 percent."

•

"Cookie always told me I was coming back," Johnson
said. "No, you haven't given me the OK sign, so I bribed
her, gave her a million dollars, and she said it was all
right,"
Johnson, 33, said he won't play full time — 50-to-60
games is the starting point for this season — and he'll be
examined often by doctors who admit they don't know just
what the grind of professional basketball will do to a man
with Johnson's medical condition.
"It's time to go back to work, it's time to have some
fun," said Johnson, showing the bulk of an added 15
pounds he gained recently through a rigorous weighttraining program. "I think the positives outweigh all the
risks.
"That's not saying there are no risks, because life
itselrs a risk. But being out there, I won't be worried
about that. If I was concerned about that, I'd still be
reured."
Dr. Michael Mellman, Johnson's doctor and a Lakers-

team physician, said the 6-foot-9 superstar's decision to
play again would present "a new challenge" in treating an
HIV-positive patient.
"There's some good and some not so good," Mellman
said. "He's a unique case. We've never done this before."
Just how much Johnson plays will be determined as the
season progresses and he undergoes repeated WIS.
Johnson made his announcement eight months to the day
after first talking about making a comeback at an
impromptu news conference before a Lakers' game at the
Forum.
lie made a triumphant appearance in the NBA All-Star
Game 10 days later. Then came the Olympics this summer,
when he helped the United States win a gold medal.
It was those successes and the lack of additional medical
problems that convinced Johnson to return.
"I'm feeling good and it's time to get back to what I
was doing."

NL Reunion
Atlanta clinches rematch with Bucs
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer

If last year's World Series had
not been so tight and so tense and
so thrilling, people would still be
talking about how exciting the
NL playoffs were.
Atlanta and Pittsburgh met
seven times last October, and
three of their games were decided
by 1-0 scores. Another went into
extra innings before the Pirates
pulled it out shortly after midnight in Georgia.
Neither team was an overwhelming pick to repeat this season. But Pittsburgh clinched its
playoff spot Sunday and Atlanta
ensured a rematch by winning the
NL West Tuesday night.

.•••

On the night of Oct. 6, another
sellout is expected at Fulton
County Stadium when the playoffs begin in Atlanta. Doug
Drabek and rookie knuckleballer
Tim Wakefield will pitch the first
two games for the Pirates, while
the Braves still have to set their
rotation.
Atlanta manager Bobby Cox
A sellout crowd of 411,860,
has plenty of pitchers to choose
including Braves cmner Ted Turner and his wife Jane Fonda, from. Tom Glavine is a 20-game
winner for the second straight
cheered as Atlanta beat San Franseason and playoff MVP Steve
cisco 6-0 to win its fourth diviAvery, John Smoltz and undesion utle. A 5-0 lpss h!, secondfeated Pete Smith can do the job.
place Cincinnati to I.os Angeles
There's also Charlie Leibrandt,
Minutes earlier cleared the way
who pitched the Braves' 23rd
for the Braves to complete the
clinching. Atlanta is the first NL shutout of the season. He scatWest winner to repeat since the.. tered eight hits in beating the
Giants.
1977-78 Dodgers.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Los kleies 5
Atama 6 Sa- Fwc-sco
ttsbi.;rty, 3 C-lic..No
.etWhiiaosioria 5 New Yo-• 3
St Las 2. lacetlie
Housior 6. Sar Der 5

MICHAEL HANES/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State sophomore middle hitter Sarah Dearworth goes
high in the air for Denise Donnelly's (83) set in the Racers rive-set
win over Austin Peay at Racer Arena Tuesday night. Donnelly set
a school record with 64 assists in Tuesday's win.
STEVE PARE/Ledger I Timm photo

Calloway County senior defender Eric Rebenius tries to cut off Marshall County's Jamie Blossom in
the second half of the Lakers' 1-0 loss Tuesday night at Calloway.

Racers knock off Goys
earlier this season, broke that
mark Tuesday night with 64
assists: She also had a careerhigh 22 digs.
"We are really pleased we
were able to pull through, especially in the fifth game," said
first-year Racer coach Brenda
Bowlin."We are a very focused
and mature team that is playing
with a lot of confidence."
Sophomore middle hitter Sarah Dearworth had 18 kills and a
career-high 23 digs, while
senior outside hitter Melisa
Webster recorded' 14 kills and
nine digs.
Senior outside hitter Beth
Blair recorded 20 digs, while
senior setter Belinda Rubio had
17 digs.
Murray State, which is off to
its best start Ever, [Mel IO
Middle Tennessee Friday and
Tennessee Tech Saturday.

Staff Report
Mumiy Ledger IL Times

Lakers threaten MCHS in 1-0 loss
Staff Report

, SOCCER

Murray Lodger A Times
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Calloway County put a scare
into Marshall County for more
than a half, but fell 1-0 to the
Marshals Tuesday night at Calloway County High School.
Marshall Ray scored on a
header 10 minutes into the second half to provide the 7-2 Marshals with the winning goal.
Calloway coach Bill Miller
was not surprised that his team
played well, especially
defensively.
"We do well defensively,"
Miller explained. "It's not that
we can't shoot, we just don't get
the opportunities. We're going to

7

MURRAY HIGH
CALDWELL CO
MARSHALL CO.
CALLOWAY CO

0
GIRLS

MURRAY HIGH
ST. MARY

0

work on our midfield play to control midfield and set up more
opportunities."
Calloway had two prime scoring chances in the second half,
with the last never getting off the
ground. With time ticking down,
Marshall was called for dangerous play about 14 yards in front
of their own goal. Calloway set

753-4563

up for the indirect kick, but the
official blew his whistle to signal
the end of the game and they
never got the shot.
"It was a little confusing,"
Miller explained._"He said there
was one second left, but he never
counted (the last seconds) down
like they've been doing lately."
*Calloway's junior vanity fell
3-1 to Marshall with Brandon
McCoy scoring the only goal on
a penalty kick in the second half.
• • • •
Murray High's patched-up
Tigers got three rirst-half goals
from Russ Adkins to turn back
Caldwell County 7-1.
Adkins, normally a center mid(Coned ea page 310

Cad Today
Professional
Real Estate

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

The Murray State volleyball
team got a standout performance from senior Renee Bailey in Tuesday night's win over
Austin Peay to remain atop the
Ohio Valley Conference
standings.
Bailey, an outside hitter from
Fullerton, Calif. and the OVC's
Player of the Week, had 25 kills
and 24 digs as the Racers won
13-15, 15-12, 16-14, 5-15 and
15-11.
The win improves Murray
State's record to 8-3 overall and
4-0 in the conference: as they
remain tied with Southeast Missoti for the OVC's top spot.
Juriior setter Denise Donnelly, who set the school record
for assists in a match with 52

OfIke
Loreled Wide
Joe Smith Carpet

By JIM LITKE
Associated Press

Once he got rolling, he
never wavered because that
was the way he always played the game. All those years
at the point of a fast, break
convinced Magic Johnson
that uncertainty was a luxury
reserved for people with time
on their side.
"God put me here to play
basketball, to do my thing
on the court, and so that's
what I'm going to do. ...
"I'm not going to stand
here and tell you it's not a
risk. Life itself is a risk.
But to have that fun," Magic said, "I'll take it."
He understands now that
everything must be compressed, and so it came as
little surprise that Johnson
insisted on pressing ahead
Tuesday with question after
question. But the rest of us
needed a moment more to
digest his answers, if only
because this all seemed so
new.
We are familiar with the
athlete who risks a limb by
returning to his sport after a
season's forced exile brought
on by injury. And we are
all too familiar with athletes
who return for some unspecified move — cash or adulation or thrills, or all three
— and risk their legends in
the bargain. But here was
the first time an athlete got
up and said he was willingly
risking everything.
Everything.
Someone asked Magic
whether basketball had
become an addiction and his
answer came back without
helitation. "No question."
And to be sure, even Magic
cannot know what his life
will be like with Ow game
back in it, only what it was
like without it.
If that were the only reason, it would be reason
enough. But by experimenting
on himself, he is offering
the opportunity to share in
what is certain to be a very
valuable lesson about that
most dreaded but least
understood disease of our
time.
"He's a unique case," Dr.
Michael Mellman, Johnson's
doctor, said cautiously.
"We've never done this
before."
On the other hand, the
patient appears to have taken
every reasonable precaution.
During his time away from
the game, Johnson educated
himself on both the personal
and political implications of
AIDS, something he will
need to shoulder his burden
and to face the awkward
questions and situations certain to arise in the coming
months. He has agreed to a
limited schedule and bulked
up by 15 pounds, to 235,
"with more muscles than I
ever dreamed of." He has
hit and been hit repeatedly,
he has bumped, bruised,
banged and battled his way
to the basket against the
best players in the world
and most important, he has
not found himself wantinf.
No doubt Johnson was
worried about how he would
withstand all of those challenges and haunted by countless others during the past
year. But the most haunting
of all apparently turned out
(Coned
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Fast Friendly Service•76 Gasoline • Ky Lottery • Cigarettes(Lowest
Legal Carton Price, Specials, Coupons & FREE Gifts)• Groceries •
Snacks • Coffee • Sandwiches • Drinks • Ice Cream • Food Stamps
Accepted • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.
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never leave
life's calling
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Brewers win 7th straight, keep heat on Jays

Actions & Reactions
MURRAY MIDDLE FOOTBALL
Marcellous Foster rushed nine times for 171 )ranif,'scored three touchdowns and threw for another to lead Murray Middle to a 38-22 win over
Marshall County Tuesday night at Ty Holland Stadium.
'Undoubtedly the best game we've played all year,' Murray head coach
Scott Turner explained of his 3-1 Tigers. 'I was glad to see that we came
off an emotional loss to Calloway and played that well.'
Foster scored on runs of 40.27 and 34 yards and hit his brother, Markenny Foster, with a halfback pass that covered 45 yards to give Murray a
30-14 halftime lead. His 34-yard score made it 38-14 in the fourth quarter.
Allen Thompson also broke a 37-yard touchdown run in the first half.
Turner credited the blocking of Tiger offensive linemen Robert Howard
and Shaun Gordon in addition to the defensive effort of Courtney Kent.
Murray's next game will be at Trigg County.

CALLOWAY MIDDLE FOOTBALL
Calloway Middle picked up where it left off at Ty Holland Stadium last
week and rolled to a 34-8 win over Trigg County, Tuesday at Jack D. Rose
Stadium.
Quarterback Sean Stonecipher hit Josh McKeel for a 15-yard score to
open the gams and Jack Drake ripped off runs of 50 and 15 yards to give
CCMS (4-2) a 21-0 halftime lead.
Saloom Sanchez scored from 40 yards out and David Bugden went over
from three in the second half.
CCMS head coach Dan Walker credited Craig Butler, Bogdan and
Drake with leading the Laker defense.
Calloway will be at home next Tuesday to host Fulton City.

By JIM COUR
AP $ports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — Milwaukee,
manager Phil Garner hasn't gotten frustrated trying to catch AL
East-leading Toronto.
"Absolutely not," Garner said
Tuesday night after watching his
team keep the pressure on the
Blue Jays with their seventh consecutive victory by defeating the
Seattle Mariners 7-4.
"It's not discouraging when
your club is playing the way
we're playing. Our guys are playing too good of ball to be discouraged about anything," Garner said of his club, which has
won 15 of its last 17.
Rookie Cal Eldred won his
10th straight game as Milwaukee
stayed 2% games behind the

in a row on Wednesday night.
,three by Rabin _Yount. Kevin
"The thing I'm ecstatic about
- Seltzer and Paul Molitor each had
two doubles as Milwaukee beat .is this team's run down the
stretch," Eldred said. "If we
the Mariners for the sixth straight
keep winning, you never know
time.
what's going to happen."
"We're in a position where we
basically have to win every
Milwaukee's seven straight
wins are the most since the BreSame." Yount said. "We know if
wers took eight straight Aug.
we don't that we're going to lose
thing."
this
11-18, 1989.
Blue Jays, who cut their magic
Eldred (11-1) allowed homers
Mariners manager Bill Plumnumber for clinching the AL East
mer watched his team lose for the
to three with a 5-2 victory over to Tici Martinez and Jay Buhner
97th time this season.
but /only six hits over seven
Boston.
"You have to play awfully
Milwaukee has five games left innings, while striking out five
well against this club," Plummer
and walking one. He's 6-0 with a
while Toronto has four.
said.
"We did the things again 1.17 ERA in September, only
Seattle starter Brian Fisher
tonight that we're supposed to do slightly better than his 1.45 mark
(3-3) lasted 3 2-3 innings, giving
to win games," Garner said. for the season.
Eldred's 10 wins in a row tied
up six runs on eight hits and
"We're keeping the pressure on
and we're doing it by playing a club record set by Chris Bosio three walks.
last Thursday. Eldred was called
Darren Holmes pitched the
good, sound baseball."
The Brewers tied their single- up from Triple-A Denver July 15. final 1 1-3 innings for his sixth
season record with nine doubles, Bosio will go for his 11th victory save.
AMERICAN tfAetJE
Tusedry's Games
Cisesiand 4, New York 3
Toronto 5, Boston 2
fiel=i7, Ural 2
5, Chicago 4
Oaklard 5, Texas 0
Karen Cy 2, California 0
Mk/Wm 7, Seattle 4

We will all be learning at
the same time and there will
be plenty of nervous
moments for everyone
involved — a skinned knee,
a lingering hurt, the fatigue
an NBA season inevitably
brings on — but at least he
begins this grand experiment
with his eyes open. That is
as much as we have a right
to demand.
"Everybody knows the
court is where I belong, no
matter what happens. That,"
Magic said without a trace
of uncertainty, "is where I
belong."

F•

Lakers threaten MCHS in...
(Cont'd from page 28)

Magic could...
(Cont'd from page 28)
to be the sight of his yellow
Lakers jersey hanging on the
wall of the Forum instead of
being draped across his
chest.
"They tell me it's going
to remain up there," Johnson
said.
Then, proving he could
still not resist a good set-up
line, Magic added, "I'm not
dead — by any means. What
we'll try to do is cover it
up a little bit.
"But 32 is my number,"
he said, "unless they tell me
otherwise."

PAGE 38

Adkins' first goal came off a
kick to put Murray up
penalty
fielder, moved to stopper before
His
1-0.
second goal, making it
injured
the game to cover for the
Thomas Daniels. Later, he moved 2-0, was off a free kick from
teammate Darren Gantt. David
to sweeper when senior Derek
Gressler scored off a rebound to
down.
Plummer went
make it 3-0 before Adkins' final
"Russ played stopper for us goal off a long throw in from
and its rare to score from that Jason West made it 4-0 at half.
position," Tiger head coach
Roman Shapla, Michael Can
James Weatherly explained, "but -and Matt Weatherly scored in the
these (goals) were mostly off set second half for the Tigers.
plays."
Damon Cohoon replaced Jon

Reid in the Tiger nets and allowed just one goal. Reid, Daniels
and Plummer are expected to
play when the Tigers travel to
Cape Girardeau, Mo. this
weekend to take on Cape Central
and Cape Notre Dame.
•In a shortened .1V-game, Murray got two goals and an assist
from Stephen Crouch, a goal and
two assists from Joel Johnson and
one goal from Ryan Clark to secure a 4-0 win at Caldwell.

•Vanessa Sammons scored the
only goal of the game in the first
half to lead Murray High's Lady
Tiger soccer team to a 1-0 win
over St. Mary Monday.
Without injured defender Sarah
Snyder, Murray High moved to
10-0 on the season. Goalkeeper
Emma Shaw made seven crucial
saves in the victory.
Murray's next game will be
Thursday at home when they host
Reidland.
•
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Good service,
Like a good neighbor.
good coverage, State Farm is there.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance." State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne offices Bloomington Illinois
For Extreme.
Conditions

KENTUCKY PREP POLL

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERKAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pat. GB
W
569
93 65
Toronto
573 7A
90 67
IA MBA%
548
86 71
Balerncre
478 17',4
75 82
Cleveland
468 19
74 64
Donal
468 19
74 44
New York
443 23
70 U
Boston
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
94 63 .599 —
s-Oskiand
554 7
87 70
Minnesota
9
541
135 72
Chicago
471 20
71 83
Texas
446 24
70 87
Kansas Dry
439 25
69 88
Catch.
342 34
SO 97
Seeds
a-cinched *neon she
Wed needsy's Gun.
Now York (Pena 12-16) at Clarreland (Wei) 0-1).
835 pm
Boston (Young 0-4) it Toronto (Cone 4-2), 635
p.m
Badman (kaladii 6-7) at Douai (Doherty 6-4),
6 35 psi
Chicago (Alva(ez 5-3) at Minnesota (Erickson
13-11), 705 p.m
Tease (Guzman 1 6.11) at Oakland (Welch 11-6),
905 pm.
Mlwauliee (Boo 16-5) at Seattle (Leary 7-10),
906 p.m.
Kansas Cay (Reed 2.7) at Caldornia (Valera 11-10),
935 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
GB
Pct.
W L
601 —
96 63
1-Pltabogh
544 9
86 72
Montreal
506 15
90 78
St Louis
475 20
75 83
Chicago
437 26
09 ta
Nos York
437 26
N
ISO
West Division
GB
Pct.
W I
603
fit 62
Atlanta
6-4
561
8600
Cinannati
513 14
80 76
Son Diego
490 17%
77 80
Houston
439 2614
8688
San Francisco
396 374
62 95
Las Angeles
x-dinclied &Ilion ale
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh (Tomb n 14-8) at Cheap° (Madcluv
19-11), 120 pm.
Los Angeles(P.Wink 0-0) at Cindrinati (Seidler
14-14), 6-15 p.m.
San Frieder% (Brantley 6-7) it Attanta (Glenne
p46Zitm
20-7).d
(Schilling 14-10) at New Yon' (Fernandez 13-11), 6-40 p.m.
Montreal ((.0I 16-9) at St Louis (Magrau 1-2).
706 pm.
Saa Diego (Seminars 94) at Houston (Bier 5-7).
736 pin.

LO(ISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The top teems In the
Kentidty Associated Press Ngh school %NUN poll,
alto arste votes, records, total points and prmit-

A

,
SI

oil

Chu AAAA
FPV Red TP Pie
Rult-Iletweel
(12) 5-0 120
1. Lou. Trinity
1
4-1 102
1
2. Lou. St XiMer
3 Chnalarr Co.
5-0 92
3
5-0 91
4
4. Lex Bryan Stat
5. Lou. Esteem
5-0 511
4-1
7
56
6. Lou. Writes
9
7. Lou.
3-2 36
10
37
S. Jessarrine Co
5-0
4-1 15
9. Lou. Doss
5
4-1 14
10. Lou. Butler
Others receiving voles Shelby Co., Lou. Manual.
Park,
South Laurel Marshall
Lou. Mum% Ridge
Co. Lou Male, Boone Co. Clerk Co., Madison
Central
Cass AAA
FPV Red TP Pve
Rrink-Sebeepl
1
(10) 5-0 118
Cov. Gotha%
(2) 5-0 106
2
2. Bell Co
3 Whom NIgNands
SO 98
3
4
5-0 711
1 Beery
4-1 72
5
5 Aahland Blazer
4-1 68
6
6. Bocang Green
7
5-0 35
7. Oldham Co.
2-3 34
c
S. Peducaliatnen
9
2-3 23
9. Warren
I
5-0 17
Others recently votes: Conner. Unocal Co.. Soule
Oldham, Owensboro. Hoplineville

$3 REBATE

$3 REBATE
GALLONIS47
ON 2

ON 2

EVERY DAY
-1.50 '1
AIL-IN REBA1E
1.97 I
NAL C05-1

FI

Zerex
Antifreeze
Coolant 1 gallon

GALLONS

4 97
EVERY DAY
-1 50
REBATE
MAiL-iN
FINAL COST

AFTER REBATE

EVERY DAY

AutoZone
Antifreeze
Coolant

197

Limit 2 with rebate.
EVERY DAY PRICE - $3.47

Prestone
AFTER REBATE
Advanced
Formula 1 gallon.

47

97

Limit 2 with rebate.
EVERY DAY PRICE - $4.97

1 gallon

Our Best Price

EVERY DAY

Glees AA
FPV Red TP Pve
Rank-Scheel
1
(12) 5-0 120
1, Darryl%
1
4-1 96
2 Maytag
3
5-0 SS
3. Foil Cwnptisa
4
5-0 IS
4. Anderson Co
5
5.0 80
5, Lawrence Co
4-1 56
& Rackastle Co
7
3-2 44
7.
9
2-3 35
P
r
11. =
4-1 34
9. LaRue Co
4-1 17
10. Caldwell Co.
Others receldry vote': Fleming Co., Sheldon
Clark. Elizabethtaern, McLean Co.. Owensboro
DRAW. Adair Co.

AMIN,

111B

a..

M bil
super
HP

Caws A
FPV Red TP Pie
Ranit-Seheel
1
1 Havant
(7) 5-0 100
4
(1) 4-1 96
• Beechwood
5-0
(2)
2
80
3 Garrard CO.
5
4-1 72
4. Russellville
7
4-1 57
• Bardstown
4-1 45
2
S. Pawn%
43
4-1
(1)
8
7. Newport Catholc
9
4-1 41
I. Ettinger Lloyd
(1) 4-1 40 10
9. Cumberland
4-1 39
10 Nutt
OWiers readying votes- Raosland. Flantrig-Neon,
Camden Co.. Murray, Fulton Co.. Par% Camplistrodeburg.

0eie
,
0.0

I 1 1111 III

Duralast Starters
Remonuloc lured
American & Import
All GM's come with
solenoid Store stock
Only With exchange

Valucratt
Starters
Rernionutoctured
Store stock Orly
With e.chonge

"Let me analyze your
insurance needs with a free
Family Insurance Checkup.99

2495
EVERY DAY

?895'

EVERY DAY

T7c

3197

AutoZone'
EVERY DAY
5 Year Battery 3888
and
CCA
uo to 525
WITH
EXCM

00 esere

SAVE TIME, SA VE MONEY
Before you buy a nee Stotler 1101,01),
or Alternator man test your Old ono for
Ire* and Nil you 4,f really needs roploc•ng
4

Duralast Alternators
Pemanutoctured
American & Import
Store stock only
With exchange

Valucraft

Alternators
Rernonutoctured
Store stock only
With ekchonge

EVERY DAY

29?",
EVERY DAY

1992

Mobil
Super HP

EVERY DAY

All weights in StOCk
Unlit 3 cases

890C,
EVERY DAY

Exxon Superflo WIC
All weights in stock
Limit 3 cases

1111P0T
0

TINIENP"--91.1

111\
Halogen Headlamps
4 MeepOlomp Systems
H5001 145006 H4551
and 141656

588

2 Ileadiornp Systems 1097
146024 146054

Heater

The Club Steering
Wheel Lock EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY

Control

Valves

For most vehicles
Stare stock only

097
110

3988

Guaranteed
theft protection

TO
29 97

For Trucks-$4986

MURRAY
S. 12th St. in Southside Center
Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.
(Next to Calory 21)
Murray
7534627

row

ILl Wit

State Farm
Insurance Companies
Home 0We%. Bloomington. Illinois
Mc a good neighbor. State Farm is there.

CALL ME.

.0.

-ow

...To

7

teiky.

re.
9.

•

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

,•

Pm—

g
riMene
The Best Pads In Auto Ports.

pace Neva once ilaweaele,
4. MI W•sesame lie Vele lealltranelles el
Ad pleas rye good an special mien No Demers Full swab at warraneset 01 stae• r 1992 A urolonv

seed Pita

753-8971
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lu.-Sat.
a.a.4 p.s.
Su.
II a.a...710 p.a.

Beef Round Up

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!

a

Puritan or Crisco
48 Oz. Bottle

VEGETABLE

IGA Frozen

JUICE
E
ORANG
12 1W Can

GRAPEI
Ka2 alLEZ N

We reurve the right te
hoot peones ad correct
priotiot errors

" HOMETOWN Pfik„.

!MC= Wit

SePt 364d.
; - 10th 11 Chestnut St.
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•
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•
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Family Pack

"
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,

tag

'Family pkg.
RIBEY
STEAK

79

Lb.0 I
t i

lab.f

\
vt

11
.adlikt,N, •
•-"*.

•T
I
10:r
:
!
- ,• • • - 14

Lb.

ItN,

0

5.;

30P

cx-r5

fS

e

4.41i'

$14:4141.7:

3 Lbs.

STEAK 12
4.

73% Le'

ROUND‘ ..,
,.
BEEorF'
I
More

%
:
\44
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.

.0-'17 •

4
;
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ECONOMY
COMBO PACK

JIM ADAMS
COMBO PACK

•

10 Lb. Fryer Leg Quarters
10 Lb. Pork Steak
10 Lb. Ole Southern
Beef Patties

16 Oz. Sausage
16 Oz. Bologna
12 Oz. Wieners
12 Oz. Bacon

a
r.,i. „., .9

16*

BOLOGNA

Bonn Pack -- 3/53.75

loans Pack — 3/$4.1111

10 Lb. Chuck Roast
10 Lb. Shoulder Steak
10 Lb. Ground Beet

5 Lb. Pork Steak
5 Lb. Shoulder Riblets
5 Lb. Mixed Chops

SAVE AN
ADDITIONAL 100/.
WHEN YOU BUY
BONUS PACKS

itieg

\
0
,1111101110
Nak

/

ECONO Y
PORK PACK

$2499 $4499 919"

LUNCHMEAT
$139

Certified

ECINOMY
BEEF PACK

SI% Lean

1 °MI

ND
BEEF
A GROU
s1
1 Arfi $119
?
$13
I
N

Oscar Mayes

Reeiloat Meaty

ON
BAC
15 Ounce
$189

JUMBISO OileANKS

Banes Pack — 3/$5.10

Bonus Pack — 5/$4.45

25 Lb. Hindquarter Pkg.
5 Lb.
5 Lb.
5 Lb.
5 Lb.
5 Lb.

BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK
EXTRA LEAN GROUND BEEF
BONELESS CUBE STEAK
BONELESS BOTTOM ROUND STEAK
BONELESS BEEF STEW

25 LB.

TOTAL PACKAGE CONTAINS

•Lb.
•

--mills4lP4

• .1!

41r1r011-411PrigirA

reeze
Pack
Sale!

Beef
Real
Food
For
Real
People

.95
$54

YOU PAY ONLY

25 Lb. Frontquarter Pkg.
5 Lb.

LEAN GROUND BEEF
BONELESS CUBE STEAK
BONELESS SHOULDER SWISS
BONELESS CHUCK STEAK
BONELESS CHUCK ROAST

5 Lb.
5 Lb.
0 Lb.
5 Lb.

"••••.r -

•

......

r-,
'

75
$1.
Charbroiled

't;frar•

Hamburger

59'

19.95

r

•11

.•

,
gr
,

•
••
A •

r
".•

TOTAL PACKAGE CONTAINS

40 Lb.

89.9

YOU PAY ONLY!

•

• •

'

40 Lb. Froniquarter Pkg.
GROUND BEEF
BONELESS CHUCK ROAST
BONELESS SHOULDER STEAK
BONELESS SHOULDER SWISS
RIB STEAK
CUBED CHUCK STEAK

10 Lb.
10 Lb.
5 Lb.
5 Lb.
5 Lb.
5 Lb.

TOTAL PACKAGE CONTAINS

40 Lb.
•

YOU PAY ONLY!

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL
RIBEYE STEAK SANDWIC
GRILLED HAMBURGER
COOK-OUT DAYS

4011.

•.

5 Lb.
5 Lb.
5 Lb.
5 Lb.
5 Lb.
10 Lb.
3 Lb.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

0
4
41
r.3Aerrff
f
of
111M---a`41k
47
.
-A24.
4
0"
.

.••••

TOP ROUND STEAK
BOTTOM ROUND STEAK
CUBE STEAK
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
T-BONE STEAK
EXTRA LEAN GROUND BEEF
BEEF STEW MEAT

$67•95
.••"'"

Ribeye Steak
Sandwich

rict

40 Lb. Hindquartei PI

25 Lb.

TOTAL PACKAGE CONTAINS

YOU PAY ONLY!

99c

•

•

Louis Rich

BREAST OF TURKEY
$299
Lb.
Louis Rich - 16 Oz.

Turkey Bologna

$IM

':„

P.-
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Book says more smokers worry about risks of ciga
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) —
Cigarette smokers don't think of
the "Salem commercial with
green pastures or the Marlboro
their
man" when they ponder
actions, says a Duke University
economist.
"Critics of smoking often
assume that if you are smoking,
you must have been locked in a
cave somewhere. But the fact is,

smokers are well aware of the
risks," said Kip Viscusi, whose
book "Smoking: Making the
Risky Decision" will be released
soon by Oxford University Press.
'When survey researchers
mention the word 'cigarettes' to
both smokers and non-smokers,
people's first reaction is invariably negative: 'Cigarettes kill people; smokers are crazy,'" he said.

—BOARDING-Round Pen • Outside Riding Area

0

0

C Stables
(502) 753-7702 or 753-6970 Larry Cunningham
Penny Hwy. 783(3 minutes from Expo Center) Murray
We don't just board horses...we give them a hone."

Closing for the Season
Reopening April 2, 1993

S s•n- S POOLS
Hwy. 121, Stella
753-9925

Above And In Ground
Service
Supplies

Weekly Maintenance
Decks

Patios
Specialize in Concrete Marbilized Pools
Paul Smith
John Smith
(502) 489-2156
(502) 382-2733

PROGRAM CARS
i 1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
4 to choose from, leather interiors,
mileage as low as 10,000 miles.

1992 Olds Cutlass Ciera S
Burgandy exterior with burgandy
cloth, 14,000 miles, fully equipped.

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Sedan
White with blue cloth, 10,000 miles.

1992 Chevrolet Corsica LT
V-6 engines, 2 to choose from.

1992 Chevrolet Beretta
Coupes with all the options, V-6
engines, mileage as low as 8,000
miles.

USED CARS

Smokers actually overestimate
"The richer you are, the more
the risks they face, Viscusi said.
you value health status and the
While the U.S. surgeon general
less willing you are to make this
estimates smokers have a 5 pertradeoff of health status for the
cent to 10 percent risk of devepleasure of cigarettes," he said.
loping lung cancer, smokers
The decision to smoke is
believe on average that the risk is
related to how much you value
37 percent, he said.
your life, Viscusi added.
Viscusi predicted the social cli"Affluent white-collar wockers
mate and continued studies of the
value their lives 10 times as
health risks of smoking will congreatly as do workers who gravitinue to decrease the number of
tate to very risky construction
smokers.
jobs," he said.
Meanwhile, the government
Smoking is different from Ron Hubbard, Murray Postmaster, (right) presents a plaque feashould support the development
other high-risk behaviors, Viscusi turing the Kentucky Bicentennial stamp to Dr. Keith M. Heim,
said.
of safer cigarettes instead of
Head of Special Collections and Archives at Murray State Univerattacking the tobacco industry for
not like drunken driving
sity's Pogue Library. The plaque, which pictures My Old Ken"It's
making unsafe cigarettes in the
where the risk of dying is now," tucky Home at Bardstown, will hang in the ,lobby of the library.
past, he said.
he said. "With smoking, you
"It makes more sense to
generally lose the years after age
assume people can make sensible 60 and people may not value
decisions, so let them have safer those years as highly as those
products to choose from as around age 40. There are also
opposed to trying to bail smoking
fewer years to risk at age 60."
entirely," he said.
Also, smoking does not affect
Viscusi, an expert in risk
job performance as other risky
analysis, spent six years conductbehaviors do.
CINCINNATI (AP) — A fed- were netted by FBI agents posing
ing surveys to determine, smok"Drunken drivers kill people
eral appeals court is considering as drug dealers in an operation
ers' lifestyles and risk percepother than themselves and they
the case of five eastern Kentucky dubbed "Walking Short."
tions. He found that smokers conimpose an enormous cost on soci- lawmen convicted of taking
Assistant U.S. Attorney James
teng
sistently exhibit risk-takin
ety," Viscusi said.
who prosecuted the case,
s.
Arehart,
shipment
drug
bribes to protect
dencies such as not wearing seat
And it's oversimplifying to
the government during
for
the
U.S.
argued
of
panel
three-judge
A
belts or gravitating toward high- assume that smokers are liabili6th Circuit Court of Appeals his half-hour allotment.
risk -jobs.
ties for employers because of the
heard arguments in the case
Charles Coy, McIntosh's attor"It's not a situation where you
health risks associated with Tuesday but would not say when
bank
a
said his client was unfairly
ney,
see someone working in
smoking.
.
be
expected
could
ruling
a
and
home
going
to 19 years and seven
day,
sentenced
the
during
Defense lawyers had only a
"At least from a societal
months based on the total amount
eating organic produce and then
half-hour among them to argue of cocaine used in the sting. Coy
after dinner lighting up a cigaret- standpoint, smokers actually save
us money because they die soon- their case before a federal appel- argued that McIntosh was
te," he said.
Smokers are usually blue- er," Viscusi said. "And if you late panel.
acquitted of conspiracy and
"What can you say about a
collar workers who are less edu- have a pension plan, they're a
should have gotten a lighter sen" tence, liktfi- Judge Cornelia Kencated and less wealthy than non- bargain. It's a morbid thought, six-week trial in 10 minutes?
for
attorney
Quinn,
John
asked
out."
it
plays
way
the
but
that's
nedy tclkl Coy that there were
smokers, Viscusi said.
former Lee County Sheriff John- precedents for such a move.
ny Mann.
Kennedy did, however, quesBut Quinn argued Tuesday that
no
an increase in Noe's senhad
tion
s
office
attorney'
U.S.
the
right to prosecute the ex-lawmen. tence to 15 years and eight
"If the federal government has months because of his position as
right to investigate state offi- chief. Arehart said he thought the
a
ed 60 percent to 40 percent to
LANSING, Mich. (AP)
the least you can infer from increase was appropriate because
cials,
idled the
Union members voted to return to end the walkout that had
Noe was a high-level official, but
that is that ... their guidelines are
they still
work at a General Motors body plant since Friday, but
said.
Kennedy indicated she thought
Quinn
narrow,"
very
very,
issue that
plant today, ending the second must vote on the
being a small-town police chief
in
August
convicted
was
Mann
to
strike this month against the sparked the dispute — whether
qualify Noe for exceptiondidn't
Wolfe
former
with
along
1991
take breaks all at once, as GM
automaker.
County Sheriff Lester Drake; his al treatment.
proposes.
The United Auto Workers votThe men's sentences ranged
deputy, Wilson Stone; former
A vote on that issue will be
County Sheriff Billy from Mann's 24 years and four
Owsley
held Dec. I.
McIntosh; and ex-Beattyville months to Stone's 10 years and
Hello
The agreement allows some
Police Chief Omer Noe. They one month.
7,200 GM workers to return to
Stranger!
their jobs today — the 4,200 or
Searching for answers to all
so striking employcss and 3,000
those who/what/where questions
at a_ Lansing plant that
others
about'yournow city?
popular Pontiac Grand
the
builds
As WELCOME WAGON Repto shut down for
had
and
Am
resentative, rs my job to help you
lack of parts.
get over the hurdles of being a
GM's desire to have workers
n•t9COMIK.
CULVER CITY, Calif. (AP) Hank Davies said. Ms. Lloyd led
take breaks at the same time
By bringing you some useul
police to the body, police said.
would have let the automaker eli- -- A woman who told police she
gifts. Community info. Advice on
An autopsy was pending.
5-yearher
dumped
and
new
reliable business in your
minate the jobs of 300 to 350 panicked
Davies said Ms. Lloyd told
neighborhood. And more. Call...
workers who relieve their co- old niece's body in the desert
that she found Marquishia
police
batha
after the girl drowned in
workers.
n in the tub Sept. 22
face-dow
investifor
booked
been
has
tub
A nine-day strike at GM's
her unattended for
after
leaving
Lordstown, Ohio, plant paralyzed gation of murder. The girl's
minutes.
40
about
arrested.
was
several of the automaker's plants grandmother also
Ms. Lloyd didn't call authoriMarquishia Candler's family
the dispute was settled
'before
753-3079
Hosier Kathryn Outland
for fear they would discover
ties
had reported her missing from a
Names Ingsterg King 492-K1411
Sept. 5.
child-abuse allegation
a
previous
her
23
and
Sept.
mall
shopping
take
and
Marquishia's four
grandmother, Bertha Toombs, 49,
four cousins from
and
siblings
help
made televised appeals for
Mrs. Toombs, Davies said.
in finding her.
Mrs. Toombs was booked for
The girl's aunt, Renee Lloyd,
tion of being an accesinvestiga
on
test
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
32, failed a lie detector
The women were
to
murder.
sory
Balance
r
Compute
admitwomen
both
and
and
Monday
Mount
*FREE
bail.
jailed
without
ted Marquishia was dead, Sgt.

Appellate judges hear case
of five convicted lawmen

Union members vote to return
to work at General Motors plant

Police book women for
death of missing girl

IfraynAgok

TIRES,TIRES•TIRES

1990 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
39,000 miles, sapphire blue metallic
with blue cloth.

Owners Gerrakl Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

1990 Mercury Sable GS
Silver exterior, 36,000 miles, 1
owner new car trade-ih.

1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
1 owner, new car trade.

TIRES

Astronomers spot source
rWIFIVirlrimMirilrellIFIrAWWWWW" of Perseid meteor shower
WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIR E
753-1111

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

TIME I TICKIN
= AWAY=

1990 Ford Taurus GL
Full power, 48,000 miles, 1 owner
new Oldsmobile trade in.

1992 MODEL
CLEARANCE
SALE

1989 Jeep Wrangler Sahara
6 cylinder, 5 speed, soft top, 34,000
miles.

MOM I Irwilwook
balk wee er Wee Ipps Me.
lel Is ell wee lee and mew
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Ire II 111.1111111. Perwer As Um Or
Si111 P. Welk

1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency
Brougham

14/111 Pliespre MIMI 3 benne
I bre. epee ogee ere bw,
le se
beirwer. wee le
rep* owe we Pre. Mabee
se
pee
Ow
PI
ell
Pr
Oer
SILVA Pewee AP Law Air WM

51,000 miles, leather interior
Cadillac trade-in.

Per Welk

1988 Dodge Diplomat Salon

lee Welered PIM I Indrere I bee
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▪
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W
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e
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51,000 miles, white with blue cloth,
318 V-8 engine.

1986 Chevrolet Monte Carlo
72,000 miles, light blue metallic,
blue cloth, sharp car.

1986 Lincoln Town Car

.emorsomo ma
moue

Charcoal gray with burgandy
leather, 82,000 miles, nice car.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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PEPPERS
TN
fio0 Tyson Ave • Hwy 795 • Pads,
642 3900 • 1-N0-325-3229

Free Delivery 8 Set-up
'Quantities Limited
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BA
HOMES, INC.
79 E., Paris, TN (901)644-0012 Hrs.: M-F 8-7;
Toll Free 1-800-533-3568 Sal. 8-6; Sun. 1-5

LOS ANGELES (AP) — For
the first time since 1862, astronomers have spotted Comet
Swift-Tuttle, which is responsible
for producing Earth's spectacular
Perseid meteor shower -every
August.
The Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams in Cambridge,
Mass., announced Tuesday that
an amateur in Japan saw the
object on Sunday through
25-power binoculars with lenses
almost 6 inches wide. Astronomers in the United States and
Canada later spotted it as well,
said Brian Marsden, bureau
director.

Even when It sweeps to within
110 million miles of Earth in
November, the comet will be
faint — visible only to those who
know where to look with telescopes, binoculars and possibly
the naked eye, Marsden said.
The time between appearances
of Comet Swift-Tuttle is increasing: from 125 years between
1737 and 1862, to 130 years from
1862 to this year.
Meteor showers occur when
Earth crosses the dust-filled orbit
of a comet. Pieces of the debris
enter Earth's atmosphere, heat up
and glow, producing meteors, or
"shooting stars."

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
MELBER. KY • (502)674-5530
vinyl siding
Deuce Mode's
with hardboard siding
S3,125
1'. CAR (12x20)
52.725
1'. CAR MOO)
$3825
2 CAR (1800)
$3425
2 CAR (1800)
$4,225
LARGE 2 CAE (2202)
53.725
LARGE 2 CAR (22r22)
$4.325
2 CAR (24x24)
$3925
, CAR (2404)
LARGE 2' 1 CAR (24x30) $4.925
LARGE 2 CAR '24x30) 54.425
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

.2116 Trusted
Ritters
•Vatious Ccr
Roofs
Cu•t)
.4 Concrete S'A
'OH Steel Dor),

•1 2' Decking
-Window
•12 Footings
'Steel Service
Door
'Concrete
Reinforced

'1 .
a

•
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Money Couldn't Be Easier

Savin

,

Jury finds distiller
liable in death
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas
(AP) — A jury has ordered a distiller to pay $500,000 to the
mother of a college student who
died after downing at least 20
shots of tequila.
"I think the message will be Jo
put warning labels on their product so people will know that
alcohol is lethal and to educate
and advertise about their product,
that it is lethal," Joyce Brune
said after the verdict Tuesday.
Ms. Brune's daughter, 18-yearold Marie Brinkmeyer, was found
dead in her Texas A&I University dormitory room in 1983.
According to testimony, she
drank one shot after another of
Pepe Lopez tequila at a party the
night before.
Ms. Brune sued Brown-Forman
Co. of Louisville, .Ky., contending it had a duty to warn that
drinking too much alcohol too
quickly can be fatal.
The Nueces County jury
awarded Ms. Brune $1.5 million
but held her daughter two-thirds
responsible for her own death.
Jorge Rangel, a lawyer for the
liquor company, had no immediate comment.

FOOD STOlig$ft.

12th St.

Value Pack
Fresh

Steve Story (rigid), president of Liberty Bank and Trust Co. of
Mayfield, presents Murray State University President Ronald J.
Kurth the first installment of the bank's pledge of $25,000 for the
Regional Special Events Center at Murray State. Story, an alumnus of Murray State, is the immediate past president of the Murray State University Alumni Association. The multi-purpose center is designed to provide economic, cultural, education and entertainment opportunities for west Kentucky. The state has approved
the sale of $18 million in economic development bonds for the construction and more than $1.7 million has been raised from private
sources.
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entrants, although they will not
continue in the 1993 competition
for Merit Scholarships.
An NMSC official stated, "The
high performance of Commended
Students in the extremelyi competitive Merit Program and the
school's important contribution to
the development of these scholastically talented youth deserve
public recognition. We hope the
honor these students have earned
will encourage them to take
advantage of their opportunities
for higher education and will
serve as an example for other
aspiring young men and women.
Our nation will benefit from the
fullest development of this intellectual resource."
Four other MHS students —
Shawn Kellie, Peter Johnson,
Melissa Muscio and Christie
Walters — were recently named
as National Merit Scholarship
semifinalists.

16 oz.

Prairie Farms
nuotrish a/B

2% Milk
$ 19

$139
Field Pork

Sausage
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5 Lb.

Sampling Friday & Saturday

Borden American

Cheese Singles
12 oz. $189
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Fresh

Sweet Potatoes _

With The Purchase of Either
the CS-280E or the 4600 Chain Saws this
Thursday, Friday & Saturday receive

29th. (.I

A

Fresh California

FREE

Oranges

2
7,
4f

$149

Chain
With Either Saw

4 Lb. Bag

Banquet

$2154
Value
Was $409.95

NOW

$37995

•Adjustable chain oiler • Pro-fire electronic ignition • Chain Brake

Was $164.95
Only

$139°5
Prairie Farms

Murray Home & Auto

Cottage Cheese

Phone
753-2571
753-4110

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
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Students receive awards

Philip Brown, Ginger Crouch,
Mary Friend and Carolyn Jackson
of Murray High School have been
named Commended, Students in
the 1993 National Merit Scholarship Program, MHS principal Bill
Wells has announced.
A letter of commendation from
the National Merit Scholarship
ST. LOUIS (AP) — A home- Corporation, which conducts the
less man who was apparently program, will be presented by the
sleeping in a trash_ bin was school to these outstanding
crushed to death in a garbage seniors.
About 35,000 Commended
truck's compactor, police said.
Police identified Morris G. Students throughout the nation
Hahn, 49, on Tuesday through a are being honored for their outcourt summons in his pocket. He standing performance on the
had been issued the Summons for 1991 Preliminary Scholastic
drinking on the street Monday. Aptitude Test/National Merit
"He's been a drifter most of Scholarship Qualifying Test,
his life, mostly because of his which was the route of entry to
drinking," said his father, Ster- the 1993 Merit Program. Comling Hahn. "We've tried and mended Students have shown
tried over the years to help him, exceptional academic promise by
but if he won't help himself, it's placing among the top 5 percent
of more than one million program
pretty hopeless."
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Hazel Day_Celebrationlo be Saturday

Obituaries
Dwight B. Pace

Sandy Outland Harmon
Sandy Outland Harmon. 72, Rt.
I. Almo, died Tuesday at 11 a.m.
at his home.
A member and elder of Dexter
Church of Christ, he was a veteran of World War II and a retired
employee of the Murray Division
of the Tappan Company.
Born Jan. 7, 1920, he was the
son of the late Oakley Harmon
and Tura Harmon. Also preceding him in death were two
brothers, Dohs Harmon and Gene
Harmon.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Anh Nanney Harmon; one
diughter, Mrs. Sandra Barron and

husband, Bobby, and one grandson. Anthony Steve Barron. Rt. 1,
Almo; two sisters, Mrs. Sybil
Brittain, Paducah, and Mrs. Delta
Green, Murray; three half
brothers, Bill Harmon, Louisiana,
Bobby Harmon, Kansas City,
Mo., and Don Harmon, Redding,
Calif.
The funeral will he Thursday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 pm. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Virginia W. Brown
irs. Virginia W. Brown, 81,
Dyersburg, Tenn., died Monday
at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
She was the widow of L.B.
Brown and a member of the
Church of Christ.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs Mable McLeod, Hazel.

Services will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J W Curry
& Son Funeral Home, Dyersburg.
Tenn.
Burial will follow in Fairsiev.
Cemetery, Dyersburg.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 11 a.m. Thursday

John C. Richerson
The funeral for John C. Richerson is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. Dr. Kenneth Brown is
officiating.
Bunal will follow in Sinking
Spring Cemetery in Calloway.
County.
Mr. Richerson, 77, Rt. 8, Box
455. Benton, died_ Monday at
8:27 a.m. at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
Sursivors include his wife,
Mrs Adele Richerson; one son,
Joe P. Richerson and wife, La
Ruth. Mayfield; two granddaugh-

lets, Mrs. Laura Richerson
Coughlin, Lawrence, Kan., and
Ms. Julia Richerson, Lexington;
one great-grandson, Kevin
Coughlin. Lawrence, Kan.; one
sister, Mrs. Robbie Lassiter,
Cary, N.C.; one brother, the Res
Buron Richerson, Murray
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Services for Dwight B. Pact
will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. John Hicks and Mark
Hurt will officiate.
Burial will follow in Pace
('eketery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Pace, 74, Rt. I, Hardin,
died Monday at 4:30 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Wilma Gardner Pace; one
daughter, Mrs. Carolyn Johnson,
Houston, Texas: one son, Douglas Pace, Nashville, Tenn.; three
grandchildren, Annette Johnson,
Arlington, Texas, and Elizabeth
Pace and Amanda Pace, Nashville; one sister, Mrs. Janice Miller,
Brussells, Belgium; one niece,
Leslie McManus, Appleton, Wis.:
one nephew. Matthew Miller,
Durham, N.C.

Leighton C.
Lawson
Final rites for Leighton C.
Law son were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Roller-Citizens
Funeral Home, 508 East Plaza
St., West Helena, Ark. Fred Phillips and Cleburne Youngblood
officiated.
Pallbearers were Gerald
Reese'., Drew Phillips and Jay
Phillips. Burial was in Cypert
Cemetery there.
Mr. Lawson, 84, of West Helena, Ark., formerly of Murray,
died Monday at his home there.
He was a Church of Christ minister for 50 years.
Sursivors include his wife,
Mrs. Edith Brown Lawson; three
daughters, Mrs. Joan Bell, Huntsstile. Ala., and Mrs. Janet Reeves
and Mrs. Gloria Phillips, Memphis. Tenn.: eight grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren.

ColorFall starts in state
The Kentucky Department of "We've got more than 130 events
Travel Development's highly suc- during the month of October alone."
cessful ColorFall program — will
Volunteer observers around the
once again keep visitors to the state state — including park naturalists,
informed about areas of peak fall foresters, tourism commission repcolor.
resentatives and others-gather and
The program started Monday
report the kinds of trees that are
Sept. 28, and is scheduled to run
turning and the percentage of color.
through the end of October, or as
This information, along with a map
long as peak conditions exist.
of color conditions, is mailed each
Kentucky ColorFall was initiated
week to in-state and out-of-state
as a way to extend the tourism
pnnt and broadcast media.
season beyond its traditional April
Travelers can call 'toll-free, 1to September boundaries.
"The message we want to spread I300-225-TRIP, ext. 67, for festival
is that autumn in Kentucky is as and event dates, general travel inbeautiful and festive as anywhere in formation, and the latest report on
the U.S.," says Travel Development fall color conditions throughout the
state.
Commissioner Bob Stewart

Thursday, Friday & Saturday
October 1, 2 & 3

HIWARD

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) —
Southern Democrats are shaping
the outcome of such issues as the
vote to confirm Supreme Court
Justice Clarence Thomas as they
often side with their GOP colleagues, a study shows.
The study released today by
the Institute for Southern Studio*,
in Durham noted that seven
Southern Democrats voted with
Republicans to put Thomas over
the top. Without the Southern.
swing vote, the vote would have
been a 37-37 tie!
In the House, 18 of the 20 key
votes studied went the way a
majority of Southern Democrats
voted.
The study found a shift to center by Southern Democrats as
older conservative Democrats
have retired or been replaced and
Republicans have pulled arch.
conservatives away from the
Democrats in the region. In addition, the Voting Rights Act has
increased the voice of minority
voters, the study found.
"Even when Southern Democrats want to play to the white
vote back home, they face an
increasingly heterogeneous constituency," the study said. "A
single congressional district in
the region can encompass fourthgeneration farmers, home-grown
environmental activists and
Northern transplants working for

Replacement
Windows
•nso
Vinyl Siding
Why pay high pnces from
out of state" You can have
clean,
easy
beautiful,
energy saving Thermaline
windows at Big Savings right now'

759-4433

Fr
EINImahos
Financing Available

of mixed nuts. All proceeds will
benefit the city of Hazel and will be
used for next years' celebration.
The senior citizens of Hazel arc
donating a hand-quilted quilt that
will be raffled. A bicycle, donated
by the Cilloway County Attorney's
office, will also be raffled. The
drawings will be between 4:00 and
5:00 p.m. The winners of the poster
contest will also be announced.
Persons intersted in participating
in the arts and crafts display, flea
market, food concessions or car
show may contact Jo McKinley or
Dan Farris. There is a small fee to
set up a booth.
The Hazel Day Committee invites everyone to attend the third
annual Hazel Day Celebration.

high-tech corporations."
Southern Democrats have
repeatedly voted with Republicans on issues as diverse as sup-

port for the death penalty, hightech weapons programs and
opposition to banking reforms,
the report said.

Now Available At

S
HOLLAND DRUG
LEAFLETS

PATIENT INFORMATION

This new service is a computer print-out available to all patients
taking medication. The leaflet explains the drug, what it is used
for, how to take the medication, if it has side effects, and other
various notes about the drug. The computer also screens for drug
interaction with other medications.
753-1462
109 S. 4th St.
Bob Dunn, R. PH.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
1989 Chevrolet
Beretta
#66740

5,900

Automatic, AM/FM cassette

-Litt]
[

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

Parts

753-2617

YES YOU CAN ...
OWN A HOME

Let Us Show You How
Peoples Bank, Dees Bank and Bank of Murray are offering you a slice of the
American Dream - homeownership. COme to a series of two free classes
October 8 and 15 from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. at the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray, 515 N. 12th Street.

LYONS

THERiALINE

horse and buggy rides, basketball
toss, arts and crafts display, an old
fashioned cake walk and a flea
rnerket. There will be a variety of
food concessions available and the
shops will be open all day for
antiquing.
The High Hill Gospel Quartet
will perform on stage from 11:00
a.m. until 1:00 p.m. And from 1:30
until 3:30 p.m. the country group,
Red Wiggins and the Guess Who
Band will perform. The stage will
be located next to the Hazel Fire
Station.
At 5:00 p.m., there will be a fund
raising auction featuring items donated by the Hazel Antique stores.
In addition to the fund raising
auction, this year, the Hazel Day
commitue is offering for sale, cans

Southerners hold power in Congress

SAWCHAIN
S•A•L•E

Learn About
Budget & Credit
Ilomebuying Process
Loan Prequalification
Home Maintenance

Save Now

Call

The "Hazel Day"coat:nine members have finalized the plans for the
third annual Hazel Day Celebration
scheduled for October 3, 1992 in
Hazel, Kentucky. The event, being
sponsored by the residents and
merchants of Hazel, is a day-long
celebration.
Included in this year's activities is
a Top 10 Car Show hosted by the
Hazel Woman's Club. The car
show, at the Hazel Community
Center, is an 'open class competition'and trophies will be awarded in
4 classes. Registration for the event
is 8:00 a.m. until noon and judging
starts at 12:30 p.m.
Oki pictures and memorabilia of
HAW will be on display all day at
Dee's Bank starting at 9:00 a.m.
Other all day events include free

To
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register call one of the participating banks or clip and mail the following to:
"Yes You Can", P.O. Box 1040-K, Murray, KY 42071
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Murray Home & Auto

(Evening)

Bank of Murray
Dees Bank of Hazel
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Hours: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5 Sat.
753-2571 or 753-4110
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SECTION C
Pathologist named

y
Dr. Mark Friend (right), chairman of the Murray State Universit
Henry
with
along
Health,
and
Safety
onal
Department of Occupati
Walters (left), faculty adviser for the student chapter pf the
American Society of Safety Engineers, recently awarded $500
scholarships to two students. Receiving the scholarships were
Michael Munsey, second left, a sophomore from Grayville, Ill.,
and Jeff Oakley, a senior from Paducah. Munsey is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Munsey and Oakley is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
the 10th annual
Joe Pat Oakley. The scholarships were funded by
received this
chapter
the
Award
Safety
y
Compan
Crawford and
year in recognition of its activities in safety education and
research.

Museum plans events
Murray State University alumni
wanting to take a break from Homecoming festivities Oct. 1-3 and
looking for a bargain can find a
solution on campus.
The National Scouting Museum,
which houses 53 original Norman
Rockwell paintings and charcoal
sketches, in addition to a painting
that was added to the collection in
June, is operating its seventh season.
For those interested in the historical past of the Scouting movement,
the museum has a display of newly
acquired memorabilia The museum's professional storytelling
troupe, SPINNERS!, provides folklore guaranteed to entertain both the
young and the young at heart.
Although many of the museum's
visitors are Scouts, people of all
ages can enjoy the displays without
any Scouting background. Outside

the museum is Gateway Park, an
obstacle course designed to test the
skills of young Scouts.
Visitors can see youngsters swinging from tire to tire across a
"ravine," walking 20 feet above the
ground on the high ropes course or
carefully making their way up the
Fidget Ladder. Museum patrons are
greeted by Murray The Robot upon
entering the museum.

Dewey Dean, M.D., Ph.D., is the
new pathologist at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Dr. Dean has
assumed the duties of Dr. David
Barrett, who recently retired after
22 years in that position.
As an anatomic and clinical
pathologist, Dr. Dean becomes the
medical director for the hospital
laboratory,diagnosing and classifying diseAces by microscopic interpretation of tissues and cell samples.
He acts as consultant to other
physicians by investigating the
causes and results of disease and
dise-ase processes. He also supervises the performance of laboratory
testing and performs autopsies.
A native of South Carolina, Dr.
Dean received his medical degree
from the Medical University of
South Carolina in Charleston, as
well as his Ph.D. in experimental
pathology. He served a four-year
internship at Duke University Medical Center and completed a
pathology fellowship at Duke affiliated Cabarrus Memorial Hospital.
A board certified pathologist, Dr.

Free introductory
Amateur Radio
course started

A free introductory course to
Amateur Radio began at Murray
State University on Tuesday, September 29.
The class will give the participants the choice of the traditional
"Novice class" entry into "ham"
radio, which requires knowledge of
Morse code, or the new "codeless
Technician class" license. Depending on this choice and the backThe museum is open Tuesday
ground of the student, the class will
through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 4:30
take from 3 to 9 weeks Incomplete.
p.m. and Sunday, 12:30-4:30 p.m.
The class will meet 7-8:30 p.m.
Tuesdays in room 237 of the Industry and Technology building. Mr.
William Call, assistant professor of
ng Technology, will teach
Engineeri
other
have
who
adults
for
important
the
course.
obligations, such as work or
The class will consist of instrucfamily."
in elementary radio theory.
tion
"Nearly all of our students are
code, F.C.C. rules and regMorse
when
well-established in careers
and operating procedures
ulations,
degree,"
BIS
the
on
work
they begin
There are no age requirehams.
for
Lawson said.
ments or prerequisites. Participants
Administered through the Center
will need to purchase a study book,
which is locally available.
for Continuing Education and
For further information, contact
Academic Outreach at Murray
Mr. Call at 762-6897 or 753-7870.
State, the program has a special
admissions process which requires
attendance at a day-long seminar.

Discounted admission prices for
Homecoming weekend are $5 for
adults, $4 for ages 6-12 or over 55
and free for children under age six.
MSU faculty, staff, students and
alumni are admitted for $3.50 with
ID. Admission to Gateway Park is
$5 each or $3 with paid museum
admission.

BIS program in fifth year
The Bachelor of Independent
Studies (BIS) program at Murray
State University recently completed
its fifth year of awarding degrees.
Since Murray State awarded the
first BIS diploma to Patsy A. Watson in December of 1987, more than
50 others have earned the degree.
"The BIS program is intended
especially for adults who already
have college credits, but who had to
leave college before completing the
baccalanreate degree," program director Hughie Lawson said. "We
can help these people, because the
BIS offers greater flexibility in
earning academic credits than traditional degree programs. This can be

^

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

DR. DEWEY DEAN
Dean is a member of the American
Society of Clinical Pathologists,
Kentucky Medical Association and
the Calloway County Medical Society. He and his wife, Robin, have
two children: Kyle, age 7; and
Halley, agc=2—

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS
Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

14th Anniversary Sale
Sept. 30th - Oct. 3
We would like to thank our customers for making our business a
success by offering you these great savings, new fall arrivals!
New Shipmentt
Bedspreads
New Load of Closeout
Lace Panels $8" ea.
Off
& Sl. Lrr Bedspreads
Macrame Panels
& Comforters
All Sizes
Many others in stock
$2999 & up
Large Selection
$14" ea.
All Ruffled Curtains
Swag & Tier Sets

10%

Only

FREE

$1%99
u ea.

Beautiful Patchwork
Comforters
Ow Price

Caudog Prim

'4499
'5499
'64'
'74"

Twin 2'75
Full $100
Queen 8125

King $150

50%

FREE Installation
FREE EstiMates

Stock Blinds
23"-36" $9" ea.

$4"
$999

$1499

Window shades cut to
your measurements

REEVES DRAPERY OUTLET

VISA/MC
Discover

204 N. Brewer • Downtown, Paris
642-9019 • 800-748-9342

Hours: M.-S.
9:00-5:00

We topped it with a
sunny yellow cap

from
Prairie
Farms

Anyone wanting more information about the BIS program should
call (502) 762-4159 or 1-800-6697654.

Copies are now available
FRANKFORT,Ky. — Copies of
"Kentucky 200-Business and Industry Highlights 1792-1992" published by the Kentucky Cabinet for
Economic Development in conjunction with this year's Industry
Appreciation Week, are available
from the Cabinet's Maps and Publications Office. The cover of the 54page publication features a fullcolor photograph of the floral clock
at the State Capitol with its bicentennial theme. A four-page chronology, beginning with the early
survey work in Kentucky in 1793,
charts highlights of business developments in Kentucky, as well as
many Kentucky "firsts". Features on
early Kentucky industries, along

Custom Blinds
Of/

Sale Rack • 30% Off
$699
Chintz toss pillows
Window Shades
Pouf Valances
Lace Shower
Curtain

with data on the state's current
industrial economy, are also included.
Copies of "Kentucky 200-Business and Industry Highlights 17921992" can be obtained free except
for postage and handling. To order,
persons should send $2.00 for the
first copy and 25 cents for each
additional copy with check or money order payable to the Kentucky
State Treasurer. Mail to the Cabinet
for Economic Development, Maps
and Publications Office, 133 Holmes Street, Frankfort, Ky., 40601.
Copies may also be picked up at
no cost at the Maps and Publications
Office.

ITS TIME TO

WINTERIZE
YOUR CAR

We fortified 2° milk with
lactobacillus acidophilus
and bifidum. the body's
two naturally occurring
digestive cultures.

We kept all the Vitamins
A and D and calcium (and
the great fresh taste) you
expect from Prairie Farms.

Introducing Prairie Farms 2%
Lowfat Milk with Nu-Trish a/Ir
You want to feel your best, right?
Prairie Farms with Nu-Trish a/B®
helps maintain the proper balance
of the body's naturally occurring
digestive cultures.
Same 2% taste. Prairie Farms
Nu-Trish a/B, for the whole family.
See how Nature's best food just
got better.

GRAN A
PASR110100
SOMCGINIMI
wierroassolre.
mons
,o•INMAN%
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.111:
El grill
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4.1:4
411111

riartamarrat
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ACIDOPHILUSIIIROUICII1UNSAOCIED

WINTERIZE SPECIAL:

We check hoses & cooling system, drain and flush
radiator & install anti-freeze down to -20° F (max. 6
quarts) for one low special price of

SAVE 250

MININIBINIMMOM

$15.50

MI El IN IN

MINIM=

WE ALSO DO:
Oil Changes - Brake Work - Tuneups
Make Service Calls - Starters & Alternators
Sell New & Used Tires
• FULL & SELF SERVE GAS •

WEST MAIN
WI CHEVRON

alet ;
%

1417 Main St., Murray

I

miuoVish
The nutrition of milk made even healthier

on 1 gallon of Prairie Farms 2%
Lowfat Milk with Nu-Trish a/B.
serving
Send this coupon after redemption to the Prairie Farms Division
your store for reimbursement of face value plus 81 handling nvoices
be
must
presented
proving proof of sufficient stock to cover coupons
shown upon request Failure to do so will void all coupons Void wherever
Prohibited taxed or restricted Good only On product shown Any other use
constitutes fraud Over limited to one coupon per purchase

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON / EXPIRES 9/30/93

wimoommesmuumemenommummmum

753-2593
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Classill

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as folloWs:
Friday 3 p m.

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition

Monday 3 p m
p in
Tuesda.
Wednesday 3 p.m

4

Help Wanted

060
090
100
110

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

\11 lull‘NDISE
For Sale (Jr Trade
Want To Bu‘
Art:c]es F.r S.ile
Appliance.:
Home FurnisLngs

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260

380
\UHF I

FAHN1l:1(!.
190 .
370

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplii?
Poultry &. Suppliel- %
Produce
.. Feed & Seed

410
540
560
570
240

REAL MATE

C:1c;1:t•r.
Vac u
Sewing Ma,
Sports Eiio.pn.e!.:
*1

Pc!'.; ka- LeaSe

M
&
T
Pets & Supplies
\11`“ F.1 I. kNEOL
Public SaleFor trade
Free Column
Wanted
...Miscellaneous

Sales
:1“771eS For Sale
r- Sale Or Lease
I lome Loans
Real Estate
_Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
.Hornet For Sale

1
-1"i0
,160

•

Rip.iir - 111
BR \I)".

Vk ant F.Ik

Guaranteed 5 years

LEARN TO DRIVE
TP/CTCR • TRAILERS
lam Pd asatarwra
wrrnadus

W11110111=111

ALLIANCE
,...,,4•41041:11041144,

753-1713

MontNy income
availabal

100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets!
Substantua penalty
tor earty withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
7534199

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed ptzza.
fresh salads. sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119
Tues
1 800-649-3804
THE following ruck will be
offered for sale by public
aucaon to recover wrecker
and storage lees 1973
Kenworth VIN #223093
The auction will be held
Friday, 10/2/92, 1000am
Tapers Bodx Shop Moray

Translate and
Transcribe
Old German Script
Have References
Call Doris Kramer
753-1116

1-800-334-1203
WAYNE Darnell Marine
Repair is relocating to the
corner of Highway 121
South and 280 Dana and
Tom Hoffman. owners of
Hoffman's Nursery pur _
chased my property on
Highwilifi 94 East After
construction of a new building I will reopen for bus'
ness I regret any inconvenience to my customers
and friends Telephone.
436-5464

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

D&J
Spoil Cards
Supplies
'rues thru Sat
4 30 p m -8 00 pm.
Hwy 641 S to Midway turn right at
Wisehart's Grocery
(1828 West)
Sept 26th thru 30th
All Single Cards
'86-92
12 Price

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Non of1011 Si IVO)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY Os west to ...ionnny Robermor R044
400P1 to Sq. Maio Rees, nets on So Hue Rows 1/4 mai
041444 IC. 1Hk 411.411 C

753-0466

W4444161 I (1441-.AN

PO Box 1033

014

Murray

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a cal for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65Va.
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:

ADOPTION An answer to
your situation and our pray
ers Four generations and
lots of love await your new
born Let's help each other
Cal Tom and Ka-yany
time 1-800• 362 2714
Legal and corif.denta.

Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 'A M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky. for over 30 yews and
would like to DS your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopiorisville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 7153-099
Nationwide toll free:
1400455-4199

050
Lost
And Found
LOST Ladies b .folci a
Boone s Coin Laundry on
Story Ave Keep money
return contents 492 8673

Special Ed. Bldg.,
Murray, Ky
42071
EXPERIENCED house
keeper and ironer needed
on Fridays 'References
759 1401 leave message
HEALTH Aids Vending
route Big profits Call
American Defender 24 hrs
1 800-858 3933

40-80 K PER YEAR. Nat
Wholesale Perfume Co
seeks REP for local area
No direct sales whise
only 713 893 0184

HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary Up to $800
wkly Call 219 769 6649
ext H 239 9am to 9pm 7
days

DRIVERS 'Min age 23 '1 JERRY S Custom Kitchen
yew OTR exp 'Spousal Cabinets now accepting
riding program 'Good pay applications for workers
and benefits wiih CDL 'Up Prefer experience 409
to 27timile McClendon 'Sunbury, behind Bunny
Trucking. 1-800-633-7233 Bread Murray

•

1111P
,
WIC17
.).e• ,'
"rs
las A.

COLLECTION CLERK JOB Announcement Number 9271(A) Date
Full time position
128 30pm high school 08'3192 Position Gook
diploma or equivalent and Location Kenlake State
prevvotis collection experi- Resort Park, Hardin, KY
ence required Contact Grade and Salary Grade 5,
Murray Callovvay County Salary $5 247 per hour MiHospital Personnel De- nimum requirements Abilpartment 803 Poplar ity to read and write supplemented by one year of
Street. Murray KY 42071
cooking experience in an
EOE
institutional or large-scale
DO you need a JOB, or do commercial setting Vocayou .need help in making tional training in food serpositive advances tor the vice will substitute for the
future/ We have 22 JOB experience on a year-tor
OPENINGS for people be year basis Apply by subtween the ages of 16 22 mitting a state application
years. if yelu are not in (which can be obtained at
school Call 753 9378 five the local Department of
days a week between Employment Services or
8 00arrt-3 00pm We are an any other state government
EOE This project is funded office) to Kentucky Departby the Western Kentucky ment of PersonnOI Room
Private Industry Council- 384 Capitol Annex. FrankJTPA
fort, KY 40601 Attention
DO you want to work a few Job Announcement No
hours'each week and make 9271(A) Job announce$10000 or more// Pick ment number should be
your own time 9am 1pm or also placed in the upper
5-9pm If this is you and right-hand corner of the ap
you have a pleasant per plication in the "Special An
sonahty and want to work in nouncement No blank
Official documents verify
Ty office wth other pleasant personaiities, call me at ing education must be sub753-7E22 tor more informa- - mated with theIcurrent application fi e. original coltion EDE, M F
lege transcripts original
high school diploma, or original GED certificate) OrIMMEDIATE
iginal documents will be
OPENING
returned if a self addressed
Full-time se-cretary/
envelope is included
Deadline for applying You
bookkeeper . Compumust qualify, test,• and be
ter proficiency and
placed on the register by
good communication
October 1, 1992 'Test not
skills required; exrequired Filling this posiperience using Microtion is subject to any state
soft Works preferred.
government hiring restricSmall office on MSU
tions An equal opportunity
i_ampus. free health
employer hil/PH
insurance. Send letter
FULL time Secretary of application, resume
Bookkeeper for legal office
and names and adExcellent secretarial and
dresses of three referorganizational skills reences by ()cipher 9 to
quired Word Perfect experience preferred Send
Jay et Crisp,
resume to P 0 Box
WKEC, MSC
1040 L. Murray, KY 42071

is

Campers
Boats & Motors

•

Wayne was away from us for many wars. We are happy to have had
hirrr with us againfor thesefew short months. Wayne was our brother; he
is gone now and we miss him. Wayne died quietly in the home of his very
special friends Ken and Brenda Kimbol on Sept. 25,1992. At Wayne's
request there will be no memorial service except the honors rendered by
the Military Honor Guard from Fort Campbell, Ky at interment

HELP wanted, apply in person, Eastside BP No
phone calls

REGISTERED NURSES, MI or part Use minces
available sidi Howe Cue mad home visiu made is Graves
County oily. Monday through Friday with competitive
bear-fits and salaries. Coats* Janice Gismo, Director of
Home Care, Community HoapitaL P.O. Box 1099, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 (502) 247-5211 exit 317
CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANT,(CNA)port time
passions available with Hone Care with bowie visits auk
I Graves Comity only. Monday through Friday with
competitive benefits mid salaries. Contact Janice Gismos,
Direcior of Home Care, Gmainuaity Hospital, P.O. Box
1099, Mayfield, Ky. 42066(502)247-5211 ext. 327 FOE
MTh'ill
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST (Ascr) position available Position requires °arrest regiutry or eligthle, said the
ability to perform •variety of standardized, advanced, and
specialised tests using sechniques mid equipment is the
laboratory. Contact Gese Klan Director of Laboratory,
Community Hospital, P.O. Box 1099, Mayfield,Ky.42066
(502) 247-5211 EOE MJFIH

REGISTERED NURSES

$23,700 per year
plus benefits. Postal
sorters,
carriers,

The Purchase District Health Department is seeking registered nurses for the
following community health positions;

p.m., 7 days.

Thefamily of Wayne Mathis would like to share with their friends this
family photo It was made on May22,1992at Wayne's request We hope
you enjoy it as we have and do Standing from left to right are Max
Sybil, Darrell, Edna. Norman, Juanita, Wayne, Sue', Gene, Sarah
Carter, and Ned

KENTUCKY licensed optician for finishing lab Capable of training other personel, in Optasanry, that
will be capable of passing
the Kentucky State Board
of Opticians Please send
resume to H C Denham,
O D .312 N 12th, Murray,
KY 42071

NURSE wanted for busy
physician's office Duties to
include veropunctures. la
boratory procedures Benefit package Hours
Mon Fri 85 Send re
sume with references to
P 0 Box 1040-M Murray,
KY 42071
PARK RANGERS Game
wardens, security mainte
name, etc No exp necessary. For information cell
219-769-6649, eat 7159
9am-9pm 7 days

Staff nurse in the Graves County Health
Center
Nurse program specialist; (1) based in
Graves County and (1) based in
McCracken County
Salary based on education, experience,
and job responsibilities. Excellent benefit
package. Transcripts and completed ap-

plications required. Resumes cannot substitute for applications, which may be
secured at any Health Center in the
Purchase District or at 320 North 7th
Street, Mayfield, KY. Contact Sharon
Godec, R.N. at(502)247-1490 or 444-9625
for additional information.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

8"

9"

10"

2

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 60.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 90.00 46.00 60.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00 90.00 109.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

8

20.00 40.00 60.00 90.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

40.00

48.00 66.00 64.00 72.00 00.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 136.00 150.00

Sm

150

140

Hslp
Waled

•

JOB Announcement Number 92-70(A). Date:
08/31/92 Position. Park
Worker (two positions) Location: Kenlake State Resort Park, Hardin, KY,
Grade and Salary: Grade 4,
Salary $4 765 per hour Minimum requirements. Ability to read and write Apply
by submitting a state apphcation (which can be obtained at the local Department of Employment Services or any other state
government office) to Kentucky Department of Personnel, Room 384, Capitol
Annex, Frankfort, KY
40601 Attention Job Announcement No 92-70(A)
Job announcement number should be also placed in
the upper right-hand corner
of the application in the
'Special Announcement
No'blank. Official documents verifying education
must be submitted with the
current application (i e. original college transcripts,
original high school diploma, or original GED certificate) Original documents
will be returned if a selfaddressed envelope is included Deadline for applying You must qualify, test,'
and be placed on the register by October 1. 1992
•Test not required Filling
this position as subject to
any state government hiring restrictions An equal
opportunity employer

T'

6"

5"

4"

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 60.00

060

*POSTAL JOBS*
clerks For an application and exam information, call 1219-736-9807, ext.
P. 3482, 9 a.m. to 9

3"

25e per word $500 minimum 1st day
Si per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra far shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopointr Guide.)
E't 00 extra for blind box ads.

Used Trucks

Nate
Wanted

NOW

2"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

060

Notice

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

r

1

TRANSPORTATION

020

020

40% Discount Ind Run. 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$1.75 par column inch extra for 'Monday.

Insurante
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

19911

Display Ads

My.

Rental
.Z" -)

t Effective Jan 2,

SERVICES

1 .1 ,,n:es For Rent
1.0t4 For Rent
Rentals
W.int To Rent
Ap.i!t-A,.nts For Rent
Eiiiims For Rent
, LIscS Fur Rent

f'..'

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Thursday 3 p.m.

ANNOL.Nt'ENIEN 1 S
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
,
Lost & Found
\
ON

010
020
025
030
040
050

753-1916

Saturday 10 a.m.

Saturday Edition

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error. The Murray Ledger•Timm will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should bo reported inuned1ately so corrections can be made.

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Wait

Articles
For Salo

T. Buy

good, used
PART time gymnasbcs in- CASH paid for
shotguns, and pisstructor for local business. rifles,
tols Benson Sporting
759-6705 or 753-1976.
Goods. 519 S 12th,
SECRETARY/Receptionist Murray
wanted for physicians office. Typing skills preferred.
150
Experience preferred.
Articles
Send resume with referFor Sale
ences to P.O. Box 1040-N,
4 LUG tires, 11 00-20. 16
Murray, KY 42071.
PR. -80-90% rubber new
, wait- radial steering tire.
.
WANTED barmaids
resses, dancers, $500 plus 11 .00-20-16PR Call
weekly. Doll House Cafe, 753-1111 for further detailsParis, TN. 642-4297, 4-12 and price
WORKING band needs ex- 70.000 BTU Sears gas
perienced lead player. heater with automatic fan
rhythm or keyboard player thermostat and floor pad
489-2267
30" white electric Tappan
range 435-4327

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X DOLL ROUSE X 8FT pool table with accessories, $800 489-2570
CAFE
X
X
y ALFALFA hay. sq bales
Exotic Dancers
X Het IS East Paris, Twin. A 345-2196
Mon.-Sat. 2-12 Midnight X
X
9014142-4297
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

X

0911
Widen
Wanted
CUT this out and save my
number. Do house cleaning,'Call Betty, 474-213?. or
leave message. Have
references.
SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
WILL clean houses, reasonable rates 437-4064
WILL do ironing in my
home. Call 474-2131, ask
for Betty or leave phone
number.
WILL take care of elderly,
sick. Experience and references Call 753-4590. If no
answer leave message, I'll
return your call.
100
Business
OPPortunitY
COCA-Cola/Pepsi Cola
vending route, $100,000
potential. g equires
$17,800 ti! start.
1-800-825-2573.

Want to Buy,

BOGARD trucking and excavating, Inc We haul top
sod, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

Haley's
Mums
hwy. 641

Penny Pumpkin
Patch
Pumpkins
For Sale
(All Sizes)

Afternoons
Sun.-Thurs.
Take Airport Rd.
(Hwy. 783) 1 ml.
turn left on Forrest
Coleman Rd. 2nd
house on left.
KILLS FLEAS! By ENFORCER Flea Killers for
pets, home and yard. Guaranteed effective. Buy ENFORCER at Murray TV
Home and Auto Hardware,
North Side Shopping
Center.
KING size waterbed. Fisher
stereo system. VCR. Recliner 753-7407 after 5pm.
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
See -end Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981
M1LUONAIRE$ MILUONAIRES, PANGBURN'S
CANDY IS BACK IN MURRAY. Charlie's Safe-T
Pharmacy

North
Follow
Signs

753-2861
COOPER tires with mileage warranty Lifeline
Classic 60,000 miles
Monogram 50.000 miles
Trendsetters 40.000 miles
Warehouse Tire, 400 Industrial Road, Murray,
753-1111
FRESH Kentucky Lake catfish, live or dressed Murray
Bat Co , 753-5693
GUN SAFES by Liberty, the
best on the market Model
on display at Simmons
Security Systems, 810 Sycamore St., Murray, KY.
753-9403. Bring this Ad and
receive $100 off any safe
Expires 10/20/92. M-F,
9:00-2.30.

MISC. Auto Parts, including
condensors, plugs, gaskets, bulbs, etc. Moving
Cartons, misc sizes, including 10+ wardrobes.
Best offer Wanted: 2 horse
trailer, very good condition.
492-8858
MOVING sale, maple roll
top desk,$175. Oak table,4
chairs, $550 3pc sectional,
blue, mauve,,white, $295.
Blue velvet rocker rediner,
$75 Sofa and chair, gray,
mauve, $225 753-2794.

U-Dig
Mums
Good selection
Hwy. 893 N.
Lynn Grove
435-4277

Small businesses with min.
net of $75,000
per year.
Qualified
sellers
please reply
with name
& telephone
numbers to:

Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585

P.O. Box 2843
Paducah, Ky
42002-2843.

RJR ROME REPAIRS

lastructkin
BLUEGRASS Banjo lessons. $7.00. 753-1487.
PIANO Lessons. Lynn
Grove area. 435-4573.

FOR RENT
Mini Storage

Sizes
10 X 20
5 X 10

4 X 10
5 X 4

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding anp Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468
6-WHEEL ATV, 16hp,
windshield, roll bet, NMI,
POO or trade. Can see at
102 Riviera Courjs.
753-31163.

111111. Want
To &rf
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
USED and antique hare
lure glass tools, quilts
474 2262 901 642-6290

FOR RENT
WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door

753-5976

1k*Nli
1:441.
.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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NATURAL gas space heater, 50,000BTU, $100 firm
436-2471
PANEUNG $700 a shoal
Pasch•ll's, 498-8964,
Hazel, KY

MEM

Mousse
For Rent

PRIVATE Investigato
D.B.A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Canter, Suite 8102,
Murray, 753-2641.

1004 MAIN, 21w, I bath
carpeted, stove, refrigera
tor, freezer, central h/a, w/d
hook-up, no pets $360mo
$300 deposit 759-1265

RATS OR MICE? Buy ENFORCER Products GUARANTEED! To lull rats and
mice. Available at Murray
True Value Home and Auto
Hardware, North Side
Shopping Center, Murray,
KY
ROOFING nails, USA,50Ib
box, $25. Paschall's,
498-8964, Hazel, KY.
SKATEBOARD ramps for
sale 753-0372
STEEL angles, 10ft long,
$1 00 each. Odds and ends
and other items cheap
Paschall's, 498-8964,
Hazel, KY
;•.

Garage Sale
Thurs. Oct. 1

7-5
1 mile out 94E In
lAmplswood Est

BRICK tri level home in
Southwest Villa. 3 or 4br. 2
bath. LA, DR kitchen, util
ity, 2 car attached garage
plus unattached garage
with second driveway
753-4985_,atter 5pm

Vibrating recliner,
Kenwccid Receiver,
womens coats a sweaters,
children dories, Utter TIM,
badthoe, 5 HP engine,
bedral, shoes, lots
•
of mac

753-3082

1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
must be moved, must sell
753-4459.

360
For Rent
Or Lease

Garage
Sale

CREEKV1EW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

Thur. & Fri.
& College ha. Rd.

NORTHWOOD storage
1990 CLAYTON mobile presently has units availbath,
home, 14x70, 2br, 2
able. 753-2905 for more
TIMOTHY horse hay. new carpet, outbuilding and information.
435-4201 after 6pm
nice landscaping, excellent
condibon, located in Coach
370
TIRES, Tres, Tires. New
Estates. Will take bank pay
Livestock
and used. Warehouse Tire,
after
759-9311
off. Call
& Supplies
400 Industrial Rd., Murray,
8P111,
753-1111.
1991 YAMAHA Blaster,
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
TOBACCO bases, 331 Specializing in mobile 4-wheeler, used very few
acres Call 753-1399, home electric services. 200 hours 753-0492
or
4 89 - 2 1 1 6
amp,$375. 100 amp $325 HUDSON Company Sad901-642-5300
435-4027.
dles, Bridles & Horse supUSA nails, 8's, 10's, 16's, LYNN Grove area, 28x56, plies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
50ib box, $15 a box. Pas- doublewide on 2 acres,3br, 753-6763
chall's, 498-8964, Hazel, 3 baths, pond, 2 outbuildREGISTERED American
KY.
ings, 2 car garage Must Saddlebted 7 year old geldU.S. SURPLUS Desert see. 435-4250, 753-5490. ing, excellent bloodlines,
good frail horse, high spirStorm combat boots, made
ited. $1200 firm Serious
in the U.S.A., new and
used, sizes 8-12'4 . Prize
buyers only. 753-4728
range, $15436. Call
759-1983, ask for Bitty at
Ito
2 OR 3br, water, apMurray Shoe Repair
pliances furnished Riviera
Pets
WARM Morning gas hea- Courts. Coleman RE,
a Supplies
ter, 65,000 BTU, used 3 753-9898.
AKC Pomeranian puppies
seasons. 753-6206.
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, 328-8016.
WELDING tools, compres- electric or gas. Walking disobedient, sate
sors, tool chest, grinders tance to college. 753-5209 HAVE an
dog for show or home
Couch, oak table, chairs,
Classes or private lessons
end tables 489-2810 after
Murray for over
Serving
6pm
Mobile
12yrs. 436-2658.
Homo Lots For Rent
WESTERN bar with 3
dna
stools 753-9469
MOBILE Home Village,
50/bale
$1
WHEAT straw,
available now $75/mo , inProduce
489-2436, if no answer cludes water Coleman RE,
leave message on 753-9898
APPLES for freezing, can
machine
fling or drying. Taking orde
,:o
apple cider. 753-4725
160
McKenzie's Orchard
Apartments
Horne
Far.
Furnishings
1. 2, 3 or 4BR furnished
ANTIQUE Queen Anne apartments, nice, near uniwalnut bedroom suite by versity. 753-6111 daytime,
Osgood of Boston. beauti- 753-0606 nights.
ful burl, first $700. Phone
1 OR 2br apts. new down753-2089 after 5pm.
town Murray. 753-4109.

clothes,
Women's
coats, shoes, childrens
clothes, girls & boys,
lamps, material, iron
bed stead, potted flowers, antique egg scale,
lots more.

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

1109 Pogue Ave
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and laic. Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now %none Nintendo

28R apt., stave, refrigerator, furnished, under
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898.
213FI duplex on 1409 B Hillwood Dr., $325/mo
759-4406

28R duplex, carport, central h/a, nice neighborhood,
10/1/92. Coleman
NOW open: The May Berry available
RE, 753-9898.
Antique Mall, 114.. W.
Broadway, downtown Vey- ALMOST new 2br apartKy.
Open ment with garage, central
field,
9:30am-5:00pm, Monday- Ws,appliances. Quiet area
Saturday. 1:00pm-5:00pni, $450/mo. 753-8096 or
Sunday. 247-1079.
753-2633.
Antiques

PORTABLE all maul hunting stands for sa)e. Can be
seen folded up or easy
carrying 435-4307 after
5pm
210
Firma)/
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

DUPLEX at Panorama
Shores, on water, $400 upstairs, $350 downstairs per
month. 355-2846.
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting. You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled. New 1 and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
more information Equal
Housing Opportunity
LUXURY 2br duplex, fireplace, large deck, garage
w/electric opener
753-3742 after 5pm

Musical
PIANO tuning and repair
753-2099.
PIANO tuning, expert service and repair. John Gottschalk, 763-9600.

NEW 2br duplex on Northwood, appliances furnished, no pets, deposit required, $400/mo. 436-5455
after 6pm.
NEW 2br duplex, carport,
appliances, energy efficient,deck. No pets Lease.
$400/mo. 753-7457.

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers US. and foreign
cows at Hobe** Coin and
Card Shop, 102 North 6th
Street, in Murray. Our
coins, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Stamps and stamp supplies are featured along
with our coins and coin
supplies at the Book Rock
(Dixieland Shopping Center in Murray). We appraise
°sages and are active buyers of coins and stamps
Call 502-753-4161

NEW 2br duplex, gas heat.
w/d hook-up, 10x10 deck.
4058 Northwood Dr ,
$400/mo., references and
deposit required 753-4873
after 3•30pm
NEW large 2br, utility room,
gas water heater/heat, low
utilities, appliances, deposit, $390/mo Call after
5pm, 753-8829
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 3 bedrooms Apply Hilklale Apts
Hardin. Ky or call
502-437-4113 ENO.

••

NICE 3br, 2 bath w/carport,
screened deck, above
ground pool, storage buildings, nice dog kennel, on
large lot in stella area,
$46,500 489-2964
evenings

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey,
Motorcycles
Bob Haley, Jean Bird BelAir Center 502-753-SOLD, 1992 HONDA CBR 600,
1-800-369-5780
F-2, red and white, excellent condition 753-7027
aao
Lots
Aso
For Sale
Auto
Services
5 ADJOINING lots for sale
near KY -lake. Well and
septic system already in
place Ideal for mobile
home $8500/all. Kopperud
Realty, MLS*4462.
753-1222
WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City water, natural gas. cablevison, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Limits 6% simple interest financing available.
753-5841 or 753-1566

•

Carport
Sale
Thurs.
8-4:30
Red brick house
next to Wed Ky,
Ti.Sales in Stella.
Bedspreads,
dishes, car cover,
etc.

Carport
Sale
501 S. 7th St.
Oct. 1-3
Thur., Fri., Sat.
8 a.m. -4 p.m.
Antiques, wicker
housebaskets,
plants, glassware,
fishing tackel, books,
lots of misc.

LAKE LOT - 3.5
ACRES - $7,900.
Nicely wooded w/
access to sparBarkley
kling
Lake. Abuts state
Ideal
lands.
homesite w/protective covenants.
County rd frontage w/utils. Financing. Call now
800-858-1323.
Woodland Acres.
8:30a-8:30p.

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic, clear and smoke
tint $19 50/ea Pick-up bed
mats, $34 50/ea. Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500

ton
Used
Cars
1968 BUICK LeSabre 350,
2-door, all original, green
w/black top $500 obo
437-4309
1971 PLYMOUTH Satellite, 4-door, 318 engine, air,
power, no rust, very good
condition $995 436-2759.

\
•-1•••

•• -

•

*.k

QUALITY
WOOD
FORNISIINGS

(502) 382-2534

Farms
For Salo
40 ACRES of top produc
tive farmland. Near Sinking
Springs Baptist Church and
Southwest Elem School
Tobacco base included.
subdivision potential
$49.500 MLS *3895 Contact Kopperud Real Estate
753-1222.
ATTENTION Hunters 101
acres, 9 miles west of
Hazel, lots of deer and
turkey, $32,000. 759-1701
4sn
Homes
For Sale
2-3BR home within short
walk to lake New appliances, screened in front
porch, deck $25,000
762-6158 leave message
BRICK house, 3br, LA,
den, kitchen, bath downstairs 2 large rooms,'4 bath
upstairs Also, basement.
extra large outbuilding, excellent for antique or craft
shop on 3A acres on Hwy
94 East. 3 miles $77,000
753-3746

DRYWALL, finishing re
pairs, additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761
FENCE sales at Sears
no* Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Kevin V. Koehn
Sedalia, Ky.

boat Garage kept, low
hours, trolling motor, indash depth finder and 2 live
wells, 115hp Yamaha engine, 3 new batteries.
$9000. 753-0954.

FOR bushhogging leveling
dirt or gravel and seeding
yards, call 753-3413

BASS Tracker, 50hp, tilt,
trolling motor $2700
753-0563

CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bobber, 759-1247

,

,
• ••'„•;1J.:

•

Steely
Sacichoe
Service

•••

freI""11

Services
Offered

CARPORTS for car and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill, 759-4664

A-1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping,tree
trimming,tree removarlight
hauling. Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528

CHARLIE Davidson. All
types of roofing and repairs. Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812.

Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495.

CHIN Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

530

A-1 TREE removal & tree
trimming. Light hauling &
odd jobs. Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke

COLSON'S Home Repair.
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing.
436-2575 after 5pm

AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing 436-2102 CONSTRUCTION, custom
framing, additions, solar
ask for Paul
greenhouses, new homes.
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- Tripp Williams 753-0563.
try, remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete, drive- COUNTERTOPS, custom
ways, painting, mainte- Homes trailers, offices
nance, etc Free estimates Wulff s Recovery, Murray
436-5560
489-2303

1983 RENAULT Alliance,
runs good, cold air, $1200
obo. 489-2609.
1984 BMW 3181, white,
2-door, sun roof, extra
sharp Must sell $4400
obo 753-7975 days, after
5pm, 753-6885

1986 DODGE Charger, 4
cyl , 5-speed, sunroof, am/
fm cassette, p/s, tint, louvers, new tires, water pump
and belts, a/c, cloth interior
$2000 753-0799

7534156

.41
•

KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica. all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753 5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

.Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY -HURRAY (114I)od Br'y
753-5940
1111110b4.,40401111W.4.-„ao
4

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands. window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & elealinc ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Ketvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.

'VI

Ar'

1987 DODGE 600, auto
ps/pb, air, good condition,
$1950 489-2609
1990 BUICK LeSabre
35xxx miles, gray,
4-door, one-owner, excellent condition, $11,300
436-5683
1990 LINCOLN Continental, white exterior, burgundy interior, one owner.
purchased and serviced
locally. 36xxx miles. dual
air bags, dual power seats,
lots of extras Never da753-1323.
maged
753-5763 after 4 30
1990 TOYOTA Camry
loaded $8950 obo
354-018
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Al
pine Car Audio Specialist.
Dixieland Center. 1 block
from MSU dorms

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic ft- standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

*• •
:

••••
•

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

;II

Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
the

Classified Department

.

•

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

Murray Ledger & Times

•

:

.;
1
•

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
'7.50
'12.50
'15.00

•

*It Tank & SIWS

YARD
SALE
SEASON

1983 CUTLASS Ciera,
$1500 759-4660

;•
III
'
f: '

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

CARPET binding and fringing Enger Custom Design
753-7614
Carpets
anytime

1984 MAZDA GLC, 4-door,
753-7376

.150

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
pieta installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759,4754

CUSTOM CABINETS &
FURNITURE
KITCHEN REMODELING

1981 EL Camino, V-6,
auto., am/fm cassette, a/c,
pis, p/b, tow pkg. $1850
obo. Call 753-0749.

•

11;;7`t4N

•

•

1975 MG.Midget convenable, new top, new stereo
489-2570

re,

•

Offered

AL'S hauling, yard work, GENERAL Repair plumb
tree removal, mowing Free ing. roofing, tree work
estinates 759-1683
436 2642
mg, building
ANY
LICENSED for electric arid
GERALD WALTERS
painting, obtrng Refer
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- gas 753-7203
ences 759- 110
ing Free estimates 18
PLUMBING repairman with
APPLIANCE REPAIRS years experience Local re- same day service Call
500
Factory trained by 3 mator ferences 489-2267
Used
4365255
manufacturers Most parts
Trucks
PLUMBING - Free esti
in stock, on my truck All GUTTERING By Sears
1982 DODGE pick up
work and parts warranted Sears residential and com- mates Affordable rate
swb, 3-speed with overd
Ask for Andy at The Ap mercial continuous gutters Same day service All work
rive, p/s, $2500 753-2976
pliance Works, 753-2455 installed for your specifica- guaranteed 492 8816
437-4424
APPLIANCE SERVICE tions Call Sears 753-2310 REFINISHING, stripping
1992 CHEVY S-10 pick-up Kenmore, Westinghouse for free estimate
custom woodworking
4 3 liter, V-6 753-0492
753 8056
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- HADAWAY Construction
perience
BOBBY Home remodeling, paintROCKY COLSON Home
510
HOPPER. 436-5848
ing, wallpaper, carpentry, Repair Roofing, siding,
BACKHOE Service - ROY floor covering No lob too painting, plumbing, conCampers
crete Free estimates Call
HILL Septic system drive- small 436-2052
1985 32' SPARTAN park ways, hauling, foundations,
474
2307
HOME Improvement Spemodel, $5,000 759-4414 etc 759-4664
siding, win- ROGER Hudson rock haulVinyl
cialist
after 3 30pm
BOB'S Plumbing Repair dows, carports, and patio ing, gravel sand dirt drive
26FT ARGOSY (by Airs- Service All work guaran
enclosures 753-0280
way rock 753-4545,
tream), A-1 condition self teed 753-1134
753-6763
contained, microwave See
at 1626 W Main or call BRYON S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
436-5685.
753-4591
520
BRYON S Lawn Service is
Boats
taking orders for fall leaf
& Motors
pick-up 753-4591
1978 SAVAGE bass boat,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
115hp. Mercury, excellent BULLDOZING, backhoe,
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
$1950
condition
septic system Call Horace
All Types Of:
753-6679
Sholar, 354-8161 after
Custom Woodworking
4pm
1988 PROCRAFT Fish/Ski

PRICE just reduced on this
3br brick home on Keenland Dr. Now offered at
$69,900. MLS *4266. Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222

•

:,•

Services

FULL size 1983 Chevy
Conversion van, a/c,
cruise, am/fm cassette, excellent condition, $5500
753 9371 after 5pm or
weekends

47n

Oct 1st & 2nd
8 to 4
108 Pt 7th St
Items from the attic.
Lots of good junk.

in Katai 492-8526

MARTIN Heights Sub.,
1550 Mockingbird, 1988,
3br, 2ba, greatroom, FDR,
2 car garage, fenced backyard, large deck, 2200 sq.ft.
753-1362; 759-4116 after
5pm.

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222

Yard
Sale

ask appliances twiddled

1990 CHEVY Astro Van
loaded, 44xxx miles, navy
and silver 437-4902

JUST listed this attractive
3br brick ranch home with
attached garage on quiet,
no outlet, street. Lovely
shaded backyard, offered
at $51,500.Kopperud Realty, MLS *4464,
753-1222.

BOB Haley Real Estate
Sales, Appraisals, Property
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD

By Amish.
Mennonite Church
For a6 month hospital
bill of a premature
baby.
Homemade breads,
pies, cookies, jams
and other items.
Thursday,
Oct. 1, 1992
at Wal-Mart
Murray, Ky.

Mousse
For Rant

1986 ASTRO van, auto,
air, cruise, 4.3L, V-6
power, excellent condition
very clean, high miles
$4350 436-5610

HOME with income Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
screened and carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central h/a Separate entrance to upstairs, 4
room and bath apt , newly
decorated for rental 1Y,
acre site, reduced to
$49,900 759 1122

Real
Estate

Bake Sale

CLEAN 2br, central h/a,
w/d hook-up, no pets, 641
South. 492-8634.

Vans

GOLFERS Dream Quality
3br, 2 5 bath home in Oaks
Estates Formal LA, DR
den, large eat in kitchen
Just reduced from
$124,900 to $110.000 Call
today for your showing
Kopper ud Realty,
753-1222, MLS *4267

430

Fund-Raising

NEWS IMAGNII 881

1985 DELTA Olds 4 door
753 3193 after 5pm

FRESH on the market. 3br
home, central gas heat
central electric air, detached garage, full base
ment, offered at $49,500
Kopperud Realty, MLS
04461. 753-1222

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

for

2BR apt. in Northwood.
753-0521 or 753-9475.

Fro.
Column

•'

2BR house, 8 miles South
east of Murray Stove, re
fogerator, wood heat Pre
ter long term tenant Depo
14x76 BUCCANEER 2br, 2 sit and references required
bath, with garden tub, extra 492-8594 after 6pm
nice. Must sell. 759-0576. 28R, w/d hook-up, near
1974 24x52 DOUBLE wide, downtown, no pets, referre3br, 2 bath, must be moved, ences and deposit
quired. 753-8463
must sell 753-9544
1975,12170, NICE 2br, lA
bath, with many extras, recently redecorated, must
set 753-1410.

Free
Colima

Used
Can

Homo
For kW

r

•

•f•-•—.•
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CLASSIFIEDS
Swvices
Offered
jEPTIC TANK SERVICE
*Parr. repiaoernent. new
istanation. punng. sew'S footings basements
rackhoe-ioacier service
'RENT ALLEN 759-1515
,E.- WING macnine repair
tnetn Barnhill
53 2674
OUTHERLAND AND
.3NG Construction Home
waifs and remodeling,
..oting room additions
rundation work Free esti-ales No 'obis too big or
• ,o small Call S&L Con7uct•on 753-3879 day or
int
WAY Tree It Stump
,ino.ai Insured with tut
equipment Free es
itirs Day or night
sa4

T C Dinh Repair and Main- SHEETROCK finishing
tenance Electrical - Clean- textured ceilings/ Larry
ing Sewer 1210i1212 hi Chreman. 492-8742
Street 753-6111 office.
753-0606 after 5pm.
Free
THE Gutter Co Seamless
Column
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, in- FREE kittens 1 adorable
sured Estimate available. bob tail kittens 2 months
59-4690
old After 6pm .435 4268
THWEATT'S Generator. FREE to good home, 8
Alternator and Starter Sec- month old female German
vice, Route 1. Airno KY Shepard/Austrahan Cattle
753-8742
dog 762 3539 or
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR 762-4403
Service Center. cleaning- FREE to good home. 5
servicing $15 most repairs beautiful kittens long hair
$35 New location Roulet, 492 8520
Aimo Open 9-12 15.
FREE to good home Shiz
Mon Fri , 753 0530
poo and Lhasapoo 2 years
old SJppiies included
753-1868

lilt 1111)AY,(K7T()BER I. 1992
lot sour personalized dad. leane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
Li pariTIVItrNityotr-95
. our
date of birth. Vilt rT3X10minute.)
a
yents
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE gossip: you have important business
NIAT NEAR OF YOUR LIFE: to conduct. Put any flamboyant
Stiaighten out your financial affairs plans into the deep freeze for now.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
and take responsibility for your own
mistakes. Good fortune is about to Fnendships and partnerships can he
smile on you again. Steady detemn- filled with deeper understanding
nation is a better recipe for success today . Confide in one another and
than pushing too hard. A sense of act in comen. Joint Mods pnwnise
rebellion could make it difficult for much larger rew ards than solo
sou to establish a lasting ronlintic emir:1%0rs.
1.111R.A (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
relationship early in 1493. He
patient You have the power to bright Rica or pet project gets the
change the was others view you. A green light today. Top brass show.
business boom is likely next sum- new Lipprechtflon for the work force.
Tiler Re careful not to hire too much You can talk and travel your way to
•114,1:ess Dress your hest.
.tati
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
l'ELFB141 1 IFS BORN ON
disagreement could
philosophical
Walter
actors
1•.:
It%
!HIS
\latihau and George Peppard./ put you between a rock and a hard
Students representing Calloway County Laker Band during the
actresses Julie Andrews and Stella place with losed one. Get together
Ohio County KMEA Band Festival awards presentation were, left
athletic
your
who
share
those
with
Ste,ens
to right, Mandy Waldrop, Kim Hopkins, Benji Burton, Sarah
,tRIES I March .21 Apnl 19): Do or literary interests.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. Richter, Mike Assad and April McKeel.
your own research, You need to
have all the tacts and figures before 2I): Stay emotionally centered and
making an important decision. you will have tittle to worry about
In,rease your income by recycling today. Lease business at the office
when you go home this evening. A
an idea or proiect
on will work
S 4 Apr 20-May 2111: period of quiet meditati
TAl
.
onders
s\
,I rust !Ong 11111.11tlow it is ro!ht on
U.APRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Luce!' Outsiders may try to intrude
101: Rely on those you have worked
mto \ our inner L IR le Stand your
:knout. A 1111.111-CIA problem that with for a long time. Daydreaming South dealer.
which card would you play?
could interfere with your productivi
'rice seemed insurmountable call
South played the jack, but the
vulnerable.
North-South
ty . Focus on the. task at hand. Getra,ss he sok ed.
East realized that this had
Belgian
NORTH
ring better organited will give you
,
Ir. MINI I \hi% 21 June20
to be a falsecard and he therefore
4
5
J
•
\\hat scented so sweet timid turn mine free time.
continued with the ace and another
IPAKQ
AQ1 %RH (Jan. 20-Feb: 18):
mita Liu want "to hold the tort- al
club, defeating the slam two tricks.
A
•
2
K
lift
:
could
11,iLt•igerhiL.rotti::. Dorn: something unusual
N,; .1a
k k(
‘
East reasoned that the jack couldn't
3
5
7
Q
•
youi spints and put you on the road
be a singleton,since West would have
EAST
WEST
you
what
after
Gs
u
again.
success
to
hilL w ilrikling behind tlic
h„LirLy,
e
led the ten rather than the six from a
*—
+9762
\sant' Romance needs more time to
itt change things
holding of 10-9-6.
•76 5
✓
10943
rainy.
a
for
money
c
Say
blossoni.
CANCER (June 21 July 22s. Ic
Oddly enough,at the second table
3
4
8
•
10
J
5
6
7
9
•
..
day
alert for hidden tensions at work
•AK842 the Belgian South also gottosix spades
6
201:
h
19-Marc
(Feb.
PISCES
.it
blow
ditticult situation Lould
on a different sequence of bids. He too
SOUTH
w romantic heights are within
an y time . Go quiet!, about your
got the six of clubs lead, but when
1083
Q
K
A
•
affairs. Build bridges it friendship !,our grasp. Your gift for,gab helps
East took the trick with the king,
J
2
8
stock
Take
relationship.
you build a
with associates
South played the ten on it. This left
Q
•
LEO (Jul, 2 I vie :21 (i4, the 411 our assets and debts. then act in
East to ponder whether West had led
109
40J
respn
e tra mile to be a slat. es en it lacing a
the six from the J-9-6,or whether the
bidding:
The
wayosiblhg
SidesteriotfiL,
diffkult
six was actually a singleton.
North East
South West
East finally decided in favor of
very
Pass
and
V
3
good-natured
endearingly
Pass
1*
both
are
.1(11).AN 'S CHILI/KEN
the former possibility, and made the
6*
Pass
thinks these easygoing Libras are laiy is in for a 3*
determined. Anyone %\
neutral return of a heart.This proved
real surprise'. Supremc strategists, the,. take Iheit time putting their agenda Opening lead — six of clubs.
When you hold J-10-9 of a suit, to be less than a howling success
into operation. ThL.til keen minds are always searching, anal.y zing and tossing ark quid idea,. .A 11 es e for beams can make these Libras somewhat tickle they are of course all equal in value. when declarer later discarded the JNevertheless, which of these cards 9ofclubs on the A-K ofdiamonds and
in ii 1111.111t.t.you choose to play at a given point made the slam.
h•lis
4
.• -I
•.1.
,
ii1111'
11.
..t
I., .1,•
There is no doubt that the ten is
.1
may determine the fate of a hand.
4
•••
k.
.
Take this deal played by France the better play and offers the best
and Belgium in the European Cham- chance of misleading the defense.
pionship some years ago. At the first The jack is wrong for the reason
table,a French pairreached six spades already mentioned, and the same
as shown, missing the A-K of clubs. reasoning applies to the play of the
West led his singleton dub, won by nine. Only the ten offers some hope
1
with the king. If you were South, of stealing the slam.
small
East
delver
miracles
4

Contract Bridge

Larceny at the Crossroads

YOUR
RECIPES

HELP'
'HEART

V American HeartAssociation
'fogurt Gelatin Delight
off

-oog.bays. of summer *Jr "-.5 treat'
8 ounces

'3-ounce • ackage quitflavored geratin

- --

ow-tat yogurt
of the same flavor

'*epare getatin according to Package directions. Cover aria
etrigerate .fust until it begins to set.
Add yogurt and stir 73. ,:irncine thorougn'y Pour nto moles Cover
inC retngerate Lints set
Makes 6 servings
-':luffy Whin
•Vher gelatin nas started
S lion! and *tuft Then

•
set wn!L,N

with an electric mixer Lintil

v00g,J**.

Nutritional Analysis per Serving
0 gm
gm

mg

91
3 9m
20 gm

mg
•, gra_

57

•,

5 gin

1 rat
S73:,..•ate,
Potv,IrsaLrateci rat
,r-sa:Jrateo Fat

•••,e --e"ca- ear? ASSOCatteor L...Leettooe 51n
-s 1elpYOur Hea^ *4ecce s
'••••.e Ai-..'car Hew* Assoc.e-on ,e fr*L.,ecysou Dv 7,fres
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March of Dimes

1993
Chevrolet 510
Tahoe
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Tomorrow:The one and only chance.

4

Quality Homes From Kopperud

4
4

Four BR home in quiet, desirable neighborhood.
Price just lowered to $81,900! Immediate occupancy! Contact Kopperud Realty 763-1222.

Just listed -beautiful Victorian-style home.4 BR,
3 BA. Oaks Country Club area.

Auractlye3 bedroom bow as KeeeMati Drive.Price
Jaw reduced to $49,900! An ezadieet buy!

Country charm with this 3BR,3BA almost new
home in private location. Fresh on the market.
$1L2.500.

•4414111.

ON

4••••••

4

essila1et-71
ansigamie

i•-•zrAlithic:1,•.;••••1*-z.

4

i
•
airsayssi
•••

Stock t63009

44,

Engine
*Overarive Transmission
'AM-FM Cassette
•Chrome Rear Step Bumper

•

;14^

Or/

,4
'
••/;0'"4":
•-4•
•oi • '4

MSRP
Rebate &
Discount

'Power Steering
'Raised White Letter Tires
'Sliding Rear Window
4

$11,411.00

Over MOO 'Rears

Four BR berme ea Oaks Country Club Reed. Price
reduces to $115,000. Immediate eccupeacy.

area
5
bedroom. 3 bath Canterbury legatee home.
$125,000.

Jess Noted, executive base Ida I BR,311A Med aR
smeeities! TetaNy redecersial & remeided is 1992.

L•ike new 3 BR home just 6 miles from town in
Kirksey community. $80's.

Renovated A RedeorMad base Om scree & berm
bare. deer to Mum, bed Mrs.

Just Reduced • Attractive 3 bedroom home near
Murray High School. $RO's. Contact Kopperud
Reeky.

4

•
4
4
1

1,825.89
4

4
4

Your
Price

$0 gQc11

4
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"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

For information on these and other listings call or come by...

(;)

: CHEVROLETPEPPERS
600 Tyson Ave.• Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN
lacismoble
Ge4E)
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

753-1222
11011111!S FOR UVW1G•
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Today is Wednesday, Sept. 30, the 274th day of 1992. There
days left in the year.
_
Today's Highlight in History:
Italian leaders
and
German
French,
British,
1938,
30,
Sept.
On
Hitler
ended the Munich Conference with a decision to appease Adolf
.
Sudetenland
kia's
Czechoslova
of
annexation
Nazi
by allowing
On this date:
in the
In 1777, the Congress of the United States — forced to flee
Pa.
York,
to
moved
—
forces
British
advancing
face of
by WolfIn 1791, the opera "The Magic Flute" (Die Zauberflote)
in
Wieden
der
auf
Theater
the
at
premiered
Mozart
gang Amadeus
Vienna.
anesthetic —
In 1846, Dr. William Morton used an experimental
ts GenMassachuset
at
patients
his
of
one
on
time
first
the
for
ether —
eral Hospital.
In 1954, the first atomic-powered vessel, the submarine Nautilus,
was commissioned by the Navy at Groton, Conn.
In 1955, actor James Dean was killed in the collision of his sports
car with another automobile near Cholamc, Calif. He was 24.
In 1962, black student James Meredith succeeded on his fourth try
in registering for classes at the University of Mississippi.
In 1985, four Soviet diplomats were kidnapped in west Beirut; one
was killed, the other three later released. A little-known group called
Islamic Liberation Organization claimed responsibility.
Ten years ago: One U.S. Marine was killed, three others wounded
at Beirut International Airport in what American military officials
described as an accidental explosion. The situation comedy "Cheers"
premiered on NBC television.
Five years ago: Two top campaign aides to Massachusetts Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis resigned after one of them, campaign manage'
John Sasso, admitted leaking an "attack" videotape that helped bring
down the presidential candidacy of Delaware Sen. Joseph Biden. (Sasso returned to the campaign a year later.)
One year ago: The military in Haiti overthrew Jean-Bertrand Aristide, the country's first freely elected president. Nebraska Sen. Bob
Kerrey entered the race for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Today's Birthdays: Former Georgia Gov. Lester Maddox is 77.
Actress Deborah Kerr is 71. Actress Angie Dickinson is 60. Singer
Johnny Mathis is 57. Sen. James Sasser, D-Tenn., is 56. Singer Marilyn McCoo is 49. Former White House Press Secretary Jody Powell is
49. Actress Rula Lenska is 45.
Thought for Today: "Nothing you can't spell will ever work." —
,Will Rogers American humorist (1879-1935).

Tea years ago
Airman Angela 0,4.ove has
been. assigned_to 1014.s1er Air
Force Base, Miss., after completing six weeks training at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas. She
is the daughter of Jerry W. Love
and Edith D. Love.
Calloway County Health Center will have a clinic and give
influenza vaccine on Oct. 4,
according to Mimmy Erwin,
administrator.
Dr. James Willis, chairman of
the Department of Professional
Studies at Murray State University, has been appointed to Advisory Board of newly formed Kentucky Academy for School
Executives.
Pictured is Arvin Crafton, president of Murray Lions Club, presenting a donation of $500 to
Groover Parker, treasurer of
Murray-Calloway County Need

Line Association.
Twenty years ago
$4ve Hamrick._ Muriay State
University student, fiord - Of his
experiences at two Republican
national conventions at a meeting
of Murray Kiwanis Club on Sept.
28 at Murray Woman's Club
House. He was introduced by Dr.
Raymond Carter.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church will honor members with
over 50 years of membership on
Oct. 1, according to the Rev.
Glen Puckett, minister of the
church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Charles
Smith, Sept. 25, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold (Bud) Tolley,
Sept. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice B. Boyd
are today, Sept. 29, observing
their 60th wedding anniversary.
Mrs. W.Z. Carter spoke at a

luncheon of J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confedeatcy held at First United
Methodist Church.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Homemakers
Clubs will hold their annual day
meeting on Oct. 5 at Murray
Woman's Club House. Mrs. O.C.
Markham and Barthela Jo
Wrather will talk about their
European travels.
John Mclvor, son of Mrs. W.G.
Nash of Murray, has a one-man
show on exhibit at Jacksonville
Art Museum, Jacksonville, Fla.
Mrs. Willie Darnell spoke on
"Know Your Library" at a meeting of Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Jacquelyn O'Neill Arvin and
George Edward Overbey Jr. were
married Sept. 22 at Calvary Baptist Church, Lexington.

DEAR ABBY: I work in a large
office where both men and women
are employed. We have never had a
dress code, so the employees wear
pretty much what they want to
wear.
My objection is tbe,y/ALBJme
women dress for the office. I object
particularly to women in stretch
pants. The other day, one woman
wore skin-tight stretch pants with a
sleeveless blouse tucked into the
waistband. You could see her kneehigh stocking line through her
pants leg, and her slightly puffy
stomach was protruding.

Some of the men just shook their
heads as she walked by. She saw
them snickering and announced
that this was the latest style. Abby,
am I wrong in thinking that this
kind of outfit is inappropriate for an
office? What do you think?
GERRI IN CINCINNATI
DEAR GERRI:The manner in
which employees dress should
be determined by those who set
policy for the company. In the
absence of a dress code, common sense and reasonable judgment should prevail.(Where is

BLONDIE
t 54CoULD
HE DID THE
SECOND HALF BE see ING
OF THE
REIR:X2T FIRST INSTEAD
OF siOU

your office manager? This
should be his or her responsibility.)
As for the woman whose
stretch pants raised a few eyebrows: To quote from Robert
Burns' classic poem, "To a
Louse"(1786):
"Oh wad some power the
giftie gie us
"To see oursels as others see
•
us!"

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

n is
*at

son
CALVIN and HOBBES

DEAR ABBY: I think it was
about this time last year you ran a
suggested letter for those who
wished to discontinue giving Christmas gifts to friends.whom you felt
sure would appreciate being
removed from their gift-giving list.
I failed to cut it out, and now
find that I need to let some friends
know that we probably both would
appreciate not having to go through
the gift-giving procedure simply
because we've been doing it for
years, Thank you again.
ANONYMOUS,
BUT ONE OF MANY
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Be
absolutely up-front with your
friends. Around Thanksgiving,
write them a short note saying
that you are counting your
blessings — among them Are
friends with whom you can be
completely honest. Then suggest: "From now on, let us
exchange only Christmas cards
— no gifts." I assure you they
will not be offended.

FINE. C.43
AHEAD AND
DEM ir

SORRY,IA IN DER‘Al_
WM- 8ATNS

on -How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Also, is there some kind'of minor
operation that can be done to
restore her virginity?
Please do not say where this letter is from, because this is a very
small town, and you know how people gossip in small towns, if you get
my drift.
HER MOM

DEAR MOM: I get your drift.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is But there is no way a girl's virgoing to have a Christmas wedding, ginity can be surgically
so I would like to order your booklet restored.
P.S.: The absence of a hymen
does not mean that a girl has
been sexually active. It can be
ruptured through various
:
sports activities

- of
the
wed
'ess
e Jand

me

Forty years ago
Over $380 was raised last
night at the radio auction held by
Young Business Men't Club over
the local radio station.
T.O. Turner and James C. Williams of Murray attended the
Stevenson Rally held Sept. 27 at
Vice President Alben Barkley's
home, the Angles, Paducah.
Dr. Henry B. Winters, veteran
of Spanish American War in
1898, who also served in the
Philippines, has joined Calloway
County Post of Veterans of Foreign Wars, according to Commander William E. Dodson.
Murray High School Tigers
lost to Mayfield Cardinals in a
football game at Ty Holland
Field.
The four-day field trials of
Kentucky Dam Fox Hunters
Association closed Sept. 25 with
the awarding of trophies.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
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CATHY
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I HAVEN'T HAD TIME TD
READ THE PAPER... HAVEN'T
HAD A CHANCE TO SEE THE
NEWS.. HAVEN'T EVEN
GLANCED AT A MA6AZ1NE....

rEVERVONE QUIT DAM&
THINGS UNTIL I HAVE Al
CHANCE TO CATCH UP!!

I'M BEHIND...
HOPELESSLY

REELING FURTHER.
BEHIND EVERY
SECOND....
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Gott

DEAR DR. GOTT: How do you explain Metamucil being prescribed for
chronic constipation in one person
and for chronic diarrhea in another?
I've always thought of it as a laxative.
DEAR READER: Metamucil and
similar generic products are not laxatives. They are stool-bulkirig agents,
meaning that the psyllium fiber they
contain increase the size of the stool
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS
33 Strike hard
and, because the fiber absorbs water,
34 Switch
1 Possesses
ALOE
MAT
ABET
reduce the hardness of the fecal
position
4 Containers
LAVA
EDO
residue.
POLE
35 Directed at
8 District in
Thus,these products often aid elimtarget
MATTER
ELANET
Germany
amount
37
Small
in constipated patients, as
ination
LEERS
TV's
Carney
12
SETON
38 Devoured
well as firming the stool in people
13 Danish
TERN
EROS
39 Harvest
who tend toward diarrhea. In addimeasure
TON
40 Hoover —
SOVEN
PAS
14 Baked clay
Metamucil may lower serum
tion,
41 Equally
Dl
DIN
15 Title of
I
L
in some patients.
cholesterol
42 "East of —"
respect
PET
CEASE
Although psyllium fiber has been
ODD
"—
44
16 Joys; delights
used traditionally to treat people who
ELSA
Laughing"
EVER
18 Trifles; toys
have difficulty eliminating small,
47
Utter
INTRO
BASED
20 "They
officially
hard bowel movements, it is also useWith o'
co
WAIT
S
ALINE
51 Guido's high
ful for patients with other conditions.
Their Boots
PENU
ORE
TAUT
note
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please provide
On"
52 Flock
ERAS
PAT
HI ES
latest information on peripheral
the
21 Hebrew letter
53 Furnish with
22 House
9-30 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate neuropathy.
wali
room
a
addition
DEAR READER: Peripheral neu54 Edge
23 Comfort
9 Ventilate
2 Seed coating
55 — of March
ropathy simply means that nerves in
27 Affirmative
10 Ginger —
3 Leather belts
56 Baseball
the upper or lower extremities are
29 Garden toot
11 Legal matter
4 Tooth crowns
stets
not functioning normally. Initially,
30 Breaks
17 Selenium
5 Everyone
57 Weaken
suddenly
causes numbness and tingling (of
this
symbol
6 Sewing
31 Hesitation
the hands or feet), which progress to
DOWN
19 Old pronoun
implement
sound
pain and, finally, to weakness.
22 Vast age
7 Gastropod
1 Kind of lock
32 Monk's title
24 Rough lava
mollusk
Any factor affecting a nerve can
25 Blemish
8 Scholar
cause neuropathy. Thus, common
26 Anglo-Saxon
causes include:
slave
• direct pressure — from carpal
10 11
9
27 12 months
7
8
5
4
3
1
2
syndrome or a tightly fitting
tunnel
28 Part of
example;
for
cast,
HOMES
14
13
12
• exposure to cold or radiation,
29 Brickwith attendant nerve damage;
carrying
16
15
• poor circulation from blood clots
device
NI
30 Perch
and diabetes;
20
i9
111
32 Relies
UUU
•drug reactions, especially to bar33 That man
and sulfa;
biturates
22
21
38 Mother
• toxic reactions to lead, arsenic
23
37 "Star
metals;
il
Spangled —" and other
29
27 28
•carbon monoxide poisoning;
38 Showy
•nutritional disorders, particularly
lia
flowers
34
31
deficiency of the B vitamins;
40 Playing card
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"AAAAAAAAAA!ICS Sid! Someone snuffed him!"
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

HOD, 11014! HAVE
YOU HAD THE
RADIO ON THE
PAST HOUR??
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Looking Back
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41 Article
13 Fulfill
44 Morays
45 Lamb's pen
name
46 Inclined
roadway
47 — Beta
Kappa
48 — Buttons
49 Scandinavian
currency
50 Successor to

OSS

• malignancies, which can affect
blood proteins, leading to nerve
damage.
As you can see from this partial
list, the diagnosis of peripheral neuropathy is a challenge that uafly Involves several medical
such as neurologists and internists.
Treatment depends on the cams.
Therefore, there is no 'generic" therapy for everybody;each case requires
ividsal attention.
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13EltAIR CENTER.
layaway Now For Christmas - FREE Gift Wrapping

"We Want Your Mail"

Its tea time with Wagner s & First Colony Teas at...

Mr. Postman

The Panhandler

Bel-Air Center

753-5679

Bel-Air Center

Mail-Ship-Fax-Copies

Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666

KIDS EAT

FREE!

PAUL DAILEY

JEAN BIRD

BOB PERRIN, CR1

753-7653
753-3509
753-8702
DEL-Alit CENTER • MURRAY •

Every. Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Murray Laundry Center

-Children under 1-0 may choose any
_item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE Only two children per payingi adult.

Bel-Air Center between Storey's & Murray Sewing

C
Washers 75 Per Load
Dry Cleaning • Coin Op-Laundry • Alterations

\

Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders
Hours Monday thru Friday (9-5)
Wednesday until 7:00 p.m.

Fax 753-9200

Tel 753-8400

R. STUART A. NAULTY
R. MARY BOLTON

If
it
you'lldo
ifbetter .--ifr)tf44
.
0
with
A/id Am,
and
maairenA
Suggested Retail
PAINTS
$202°

lentt
Laundry Service 50° lb.
Sun. 9 a.m.-10p.m.
Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Owner: Kathy Coleman
759-2570

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'

SALE $1625
PRICE
stock colors

SINGER

(Cash Sales Only)

ABRIC SALE
•• LAY-A-WAY FOR CHRISTMAS NOW"

Si ICr,pajs 4 rweac rraaca

safety

Quantum - CXL
):2 Has Reached New Heights

p.

SUPER
SALE
Ladies 1/4 Ct.
Diamond Waterfall
Ring
Set in
10 kt. gold

Sinew Ultralock •
Machine Model 14U3.4
Sews. ttweaC owrsOca anc

SINGER

10:

awn 'r seswtslas
17
°°1
,7=.19;(cune
tree arad
nircoo
eacrg

eos• marrow row nen,oiate
.Stt
,Kiudeo•Carrying nandie

Mod. 14434

$388
()Linters
Special

$89

Just Arrived
Over 50 Styles of
Black Hills Gold
Western
Shirts
Starting at

Wards Leather
8 Jewelry

• ( (.) displas to

DENIM
60" wide - Flat Fold

ea••to-tol,low

sess rig
,,ilewavs sewing for easier
•,
pat( ht,
ig and mending
• Buil' 'hreader and thread trimmer
nSip in and .e• Now the( XI can make sewing easier and more creative than ever before!

$1 88

yd.
Reg. $2.98

Ask About Free Gift - Terms Available
HALLOWEEN
BLACK
FABRIC

66c yd.

MURRAY SEWING CENTER

PRICE
2
Arr
,-..117
6

Mon -Sat 9-6 Sun. 1-5

Lower Monthly Payments

Sears Charge

PLUS!

SAVE $100 ON TH WASHER 81 DRYER
WASHER ANI1,11RYER
77

SAVE $60

$39999
,,„..

Every
cosmetics
company
offers luxuries
you can't
afford. We
offer the kind
you can't
resist.

RAWER
•Doi Action Vox
• America's Impel WOO Calm"
• 3 Wrwr Levies Tsemi SMInot
PO &;71 WaanarWhile
2P0 277213 Washer /*mild

DRYER
•. Autocratic abnc filaster Shutoti
p6c.16e2s,djarapDryeralugs
7C
26
26 Pe 62778 Dryer Airnord
GDrrerU0rTiora

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY WASHER AND DRYER

j1111111111111111111
MONTH AT SEARS
•

UNE

MERLE

noRmArt
COSMETIC
STUDIOS

LOW

NOW!New

EXTRA LARGE CAM

pf,r ing and demonstrations are available
Jr-1 this incredible sev‘ing machine.

and string-along

SEARS
With

•

• •All'rOf Irnag,ng

759-4979
Center - Murray
Shopping
Bel-Air
12th)
(S.

$995

MUSLIN

kI

atid Aid/

753-6926
Bel-Air Center

WASHER
MODEL *WV.WAY
•9 Cycles
• Mint-Basket tub
• Fabric softener dispenser
26 P031841 Washer White
26 P031848 Washer Almond

DRYER
MODEL 4*CM 1150.10
-6 CYcles
• Automatic dry control
26 PO 41841 E lec White
26 PO 41848 Elec Almond
Gas $50 more
Model *DOG 8581414

Bel-Air Center -. Murray, Ky.
753-2310.
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